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Expertise in all corners of the country
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Guaranteed departures on popular tours
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Fully inclusive with no hidden extras
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Hassle-free visa service included
(US residents only)

●

Wendy’s Magic Moments mean
you experience China to the full
Small group size with a
‘seat-and-a-half’ policy
Outstanding customer satisfaction

Tibet & Hong Kong
Wendy Wu Tours – Experience the real China

Wide range of great value group tours
and chauﬀeur-driven private tours

●

Caring and knowledgeable
national escorts and guides 24/7
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Forbidden City, Beijing

Welcome to my

Ch ina

When I founded Wendy Wu Tours 15 years
ago, it was to share my passion for China
with as many people as possible. China
oﬀers the most magical travel experiences
imaginable and I hope that after reading
this brochure, you will decide to explore
it with me and my excellent team.
Inspiring itineraries, amazing experiences
Having grown up in China, I know just how much this vast
country has in store: spectacular scenery, ancient monuments,
a fascinating history and an absorbing culture. Our itineraries
bring you to all the famous attractions – and many hidden
treasures. Whether you are a ﬁrst-time traveler to China or a
seasoned visitor, Wendy Wu Tours has a vacation to suit you.

See the real China, with real experts
I am exceptionally proud of my carefully
selected team of National Escorts and Local
Guides who will share their China with you.
They know every corner of the country and
are all committed to exceptional levels of
service. Experience all that
makes China incredible,
safe in the knowledge that
our local experts are with you
all the way.

Travel with the leading
China specialist

“

Experience the wonders of China with Wendy Wu Tours,
the award-winning China specialist.

Experience the wonders of China for
yourself with Wendy Wu Tours, the
award-winning tour operator to China
from the UK and Australia, now in the US.
Whether you choose to join one of our
Group Tours, travel on a Private Tour
or build a Tailor-made itinerary from
our Short Stays, you can be sure of an
amazing experience. It is, after all, the
country you call China, and I call home.

Wendy Wu
Founder & CEO, Wendy Wu Tours

The Wendy Wu Tours Experience
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Three Pagodas, Dali

The philosophy of Wendy Wu Tours is
to provide you with truly inspirational
travel experiences. We take care of all
aspects of your vacation to make your
Wendy Wu Tours experience as enjoyable
and memorable as possible.

The Wendy Wu Tours
Experience

See more, do more, experience more!
We oﬀer an extensive range of group and private tour
itineraries to enable you to visit China’s famous tourist
attractions such as the Great Wall, the Yangtze River or the
Terracotta Warriors. Some of our tours also take you to the
true treasures of China such as mystical Tibet, delightful
Yangshuo and the beautiful Nine Villages Valley. We also like
to oﬀer those extra, unforgettable experiences; this could
be a rickshaw ride through Beijing’s traditional hutongs, a
spectacular acrobatic show or the opportunity to explore
the vibrant city of Hong Kong.

Our fully inclusive service, your peace of mind
Customer care is top of our agenda and our fully inclusive
service allows for real peace of mind. Make use of our visa
service, enjoy a simpliﬁed tipping system and get prepared
with the help of our detailed travel guide. Our National
Escorts and Local Guides constantly receive outstanding
customer feedback and we pride ourselves on high levels
of customer satisfaction and personal recommendations.
Your vacation with us is ﬁnancially safe and secure as we
are members of ASTA TOP.

Wendy’s Magic Moments
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Beijing

Peking Duck Dinner
Acrobatic Show
Hutong Rickshaw Ride

■
■
■

Shanghai

Evening River Cruise
Wuzhen Canal Town

■
■

Xian
■
■
■

Shui Jiao Dumplings
Tang Dynasty Dancing
Muslim Quarter

Yangtze Cruise
■
■

Fengdu ‘Ghost City’
Shennong Stream

Guilin

Picturesque Yangshuo
Cormorant Fishermen
Reed Flute Caves

■
■
■

Great tours, great value
We believe that every aspect of your Wendy Wu Tours
experience should be exceptional, including the price.
All our tours oﬀer great value for money and our prices
are as fully inclusive as possible, with no hidden extras.

Hangzhou
■
■

West Lake Cruise
Oriental Tea Tasting

Chengdu
■
■
■

Leshan Grand Buddha
Flavorful Sichuan Dinner
n
Huanglongxi Ancient Tow

A wealth of experience
Wendy Wu Tours has 15 years’ experience escorting
passengers to China and we know every corner of the
country. We are the leading tour operator to China from
both the UK and Australia with award-winning products
and service, and our expertise is rapidly gaining recognition
from customers and travel agents throughout the US.

Lhasa
■
■
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Tibetan Dinner and Danci
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r
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e all experiences.
Not all itineraries featur
es for full details.
Please read the tour pag

Great Wall of China
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The Wendy Wu Tours Experience

Temple of Heaven, Beijing

Pandas, Chengdu

Expert advice

No hidden extras

All our Travel Consultants are specialists in
China and would love to share their
knowledge and enthusiasm with you. They
can provide you with detailed information
about our Group and Private Tours, advice
on which itinerary is ideal for you and even
help plan your own Tailor-made Tour.

We pride ourselves on our fully inclusive
‘value for money’ approach. Our Group and
Private Tours include international ﬂights,
current taxes and fuel surcharges, domestic
transport and transfers, accommodations,
all meals (unless otherwise stated), National
Escort (minimum 10 passengers), Local
Guides, daily tours including entrance fees
and standard visa fees for US residents. All
you have to pay for locally is tipping and
personal expenditure, including any
optional activities and shows.

Before your tour
Your Wendy Wu Tours experience begins
before you travel. We’ll send you a
detailed travel guide packed with helpful
tips to prepare you for your vacation, such
as currency exchange, cultural diﬀerences,
keeping in touch and other practical
information about China. You’ll also
receive a suggested packing list.

Our partner overseas
Our solid working relationship with our
local oﬃces overseas ensures every tour is
a success. With many years of experience
in operating tours throughout the region,
you can be assured that our local
knowledge on the ground means that our
tours run eﬃciently and smoothly, ensuring
you get the very best out of your visit.

Optional activities
Our tours are planned to be as fully inclusive
as possible. However, from time-to-time
your National Escort or Local Guide may
suggest optional tours and activities in
addition to the standard sightseeing planned
for that city. Such options are at an
additional cost, with prices typically ranging
from 100 to 300 Yuan per person. These
activities might include a rickshaw ride
through a Hutong district in Beijing or a ride
on the Maglev train in Shanghai.

A place to recharge
and relax
Your accommodations are selected for
convenience of location, comfort or
character and can range from a business
hotel in one city to a family run guesthouse
in a smaller town. In more remote areas,
accommodations may be of a lower
standard and may not have all western
amenities. Please refer to pages 66-67 for
more information.

Lily Gao, National Escort

Your experience takes oﬀ here
Your international ﬂights are an important
part of your Wendy Wu Tours experience,
which is why we only work with scheduled
airlines with the best reputations for service,
reliability and punctuality. Our main partners
include Cathay Paciﬁc, United Airlines, Air
China and China Eastern. Please refer to
pages 64-65 for more information.

Transport in China

Hotels on our Group Tours are generally
rated as local three to four star standard,
but please note that there is no
international classiﬁcation system for hotels
and diﬀerences in facilities and quality do
exist between the US and China.

The types of transport we have selected are
intended to combine convenience and
comfort with an enjoyably authentic travel
experience. We believe that our customers
like to be travelers as well as tourists, so you
are not always ‘separated’ from the locals.

Our Private Tours oﬀer a choice of
accommodations. Select luxury ﬁve-star
hotels or quality four-star hotels, mostly
with western credentials. Standard
accommodations are taken from our range
of Group Tour hotels and represent a
comfortable, good value option.

Road transport

All hotels used by Wendy Wu Tours are
regularly inspected by our staﬀ and
our partners.

On Group Tours, air-conditioned motor
coaches are used for city sightseeing, short
excursions to the countryside and longer
transfers where necessary. Wendy Wu Tours
has a seat-and-a-half policy where (in most
cases) our transport provides a seat and a
half per passenger for extra space and
comfort. On private tours enjoy exclusive
use of your personal chauﬀeur-driven car.

Internal ﬂights
Flights are based on economy class;
we always use reputable domestic airlines.

Boats
We use various types of boat, from large
boats on the Yangtze River to smaller boats
on the Li River, Grand Canal and West Lake.
To undertake these excursions, you will need
to be capable of boarding and disembarking
from these boats, sometimes without
assistance and/or handrails.

Overnight train journeys
We use the best available ‘soft sleeper’
trains featuring fully ﬂat beds with each
compartment shared by four people (not
necessarily Wendy Wu Tours passengers).
There is a western-style toilet at one end
of the carriage and an Asian-style toilet at
the other end. The beds and cabins are
basic with clean linen provided and there
are no showers or dining car. The trains
are generally clean; however you cannot
expect perfect western standards. Trains
are a great way to experience travel in
China and they maximise touring time as
you travel while sleeping and avoid time
at airports.

National Escorts
& Local Guides
One of the beneﬁts of
traveling with
Wendy Wu Tours is tha
t our National
Escorts (on Group Tou
rs) and Local
Guides are always on
hand to answer
your questions and oﬀer
support. They
will meet you at the airpo
rt on arrival and
be with you throughout
your tour, right
up until your depa
rture. On our
Himalayan Adventure Gro
up Tour which
visits both China and
Nepal, diﬀerent
specialist National Escort
s will be used in
each country.
All of our National Esc
orts are tourism
college graduates, they
speak excellent
English and are well-versed
in the exacting
standards required by We
stern travelers.
They are fully committed
to making every
minute of your stay in
their country an
enjoyable and rewarding
experience.
We are very proud of the
complimentary
letters we regularly rec
eive from our
passengers who sing the
praises of our
National Escorts and Loc
al Guides, in
particular their friendly, sup
portive nature,
their knowledge and pro
fessionalism.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Peking Duck

Nine Villages Valley

A Taste of China

Traveling on your own?

A few tips on tipping

Choose your perfect tour

One of the best reasons to visit China is to
experience the broad range of cuisine in this
diverse country. All meals (excluding drinks)
are included in our fully inclusive Group
Tours and we feature local specialities from
each region visited including:

Our Group Tours are ideal for single
travelers. They’re a great way to meet likeminded people, share the experience and
form long-lasting friendships.

Like most countries, tipping is a part of the
tourism industry in China. To avoid
uncertainty about who, when and how
much to tip, we have established a tipping
protocol where all Group Tour passengers
contribute to a fund, paid at the beginning
of the tour in cash (US dollars). This is
managed by the National Escort, who
distributes appropriate amounts throughout
the trip to Local Guides and drivers. If your
tour includes a Yangtze Cruise, tipping for
this will be in addition. Our passengers
generally appreciate this simple and certain
solution to tipping. Please see page 70 for
further details.

Choose your style

■
■
■
■
■
■

Traditional Peking Duck
Flavorful Sichuan Cuisine
Xian’s Shui Jiao Dumplings
Across the Bridge Noodles
The sweet tastes of Shanghai
Tibetan dinner and dance performance

Breakfast is a combination of local and
western food, usually served buﬀet style.
Lunches and dinners consist of traditional
local cuisine, with a wide range of dishes to
choose from. As is traditional in China, dishes
are shared by everyone at the table allowing
you to try many diﬀerent ﬂavors.
On any tour we are able to cater for most
special dietary requirements, please let us
know at the time of booking. See page 70 for
further details about meal arrangements.

Our single supplements are designed to be
excellent value so you can still enjoy your
own private room, while having the beneﬁt
of mixing with other travelers in the group.
Single room upgrade prices are outlined on
each tour page, which provides for a single
room in each hotel and a single cabin on the
Yangtze River cruise where applicable. You
will be required to share on overnight rail
journeys (the cost for sole use of train
compartments is available on request).
Alternatively, if you wish to avoid a single
supplement and are willing to share a room,
we will aim to match you with another single
traveler of the same gender (on overnight
train journeys and cruises, this may not be
with a Wendy Wu Tours passenger). Just let
us know at the time of booking and no single
supplement will apply.
We also oﬀer sole passenger prices for our
Private Tours if you wish to enjoy the
exclusive use of your own guide and driver.

Thank you for your loyalty
Many customers enjoy the Wendy Wu Tours
experience so much that they travel with us
again and recommend us to their friends.
We greatly appreciate this loyalty and
recognise it by oﬀering repeat customers a
discount of $100pp on any future Wendy
Wu Group Tour. If you recommend us to
your friends, we will send you a special gift
and your friends will receive a $50pp
discount on their booking.

Decide which style of touring is best for you:
■

Group Tour

■

Private Tour

■

Tailor-made Tour

Select your itinerary
Be inspired by the descriptions in this
brochure or call us for advice and ideas.
Select from the choice of ready-made
itineraries or design a Tailor-made Tour using
our range of Short Stays.
To help you decide which itinerary best suits
you, our Group Tours are split into two
categories. Classic Tours visit the well-known
highlights of China on our most popular
itineraries, while Adventure Tours are more
challenging as they are more active, visit
remote areas and require greater ﬁtness.

Consider fitness requirements
Our comfortable paced tours require an
average level of ﬁtness and mobility with
the ability to walk around sights, climb steps
and get on and oﬀ boats without assistance.

In addition, our medium paced tours may
involve longer periods of sightseeing and
driving, some easy hiking and some time at
altitude. Active paced tours involve more
remote areas and/or high altitude. Due to
the altitude, all Group Tours visiting Tibet
are described as active. Private Tours are
individual and more ﬂexible.
Each of our Group Tours has a separate tour
dossier that describes the physical activities
involved on each day of your itinerary. For
your own benefit, and that of your traveling
companions, it essential that you read the
relevant tour dossier before booking and
are happy that you meet the fitness
requirements. To obtain a tour dossier, call
our experienced travel consultants, see
your travel agent or download from
www.wendywutours.com.

Personalize your experience
Upgrade your ﬂight to business or ﬁrst class
and choose US domestic ﬂights from your
local airport. To make the most of your
vacation add an extension to Hong Kong or
an additional destination within China.

How to Book
Check Availability and Pr
ices

Speak with your preferred
travel agent or
call us directly and we
will check the
availability of ﬂights and
tours to conﬁrm
your full package price.

Secure Your Tour Place

Group Tour places can
usually be
conﬁrmed immediately
on payment of
a deposit of $300 per
person. Private
touring arrangements
can usually be
conﬁrmed within 48 hours
.

Complete Your Booking

Once your tour has be
en booked we
will send you written con
ﬁrmation and an
authorization form.
Please return
the completed form
promptly as it
requests further vital tra
vel information
and allows us to check tha
t your personal
details are correctly record
ed.
To book now, call
one of our
experienced travel
consultants at
1-877-993-6399 or spe
ak with your
preferred travel agent.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Experience the
Real China

Kashgar

Nine Villages Valley

Xian

Beijing

This fabled Silk Road city
is famous for its Sunday
Market, where a rich mix
of people and cultures
creates a truly Central
Asian atmosphere.

A true gem of the Sichuan
Province. This botanical
garden features crystal
clear lakes and lush green
forests and an abundance
of ﬂora and fauna.

The starting point of the
Silk Road and famous for
the most important
archaeological discovery
of the 20th century: the
Terracotta Warriors.

The capital city of China.
Home to the Great Wall,
the treasure-ﬁlled
Forbidden City, the unique
Temple of Heaven and the
exquisite Summer Palace.

Urumqi

Shanghai
Turpan
Dunhuang
Kashgar

Great Wall of China

China is home to amazing sights
and wonders of the world. To
explore the Forbidden City,
walk on the Great Wall or stand
face-to-face with the Terracotta
Warriors is the fulﬁlment of a
lifelong dream.
Yet, these fascinating experiences could
be just the start of a fantastic journey
across one of the world’s largest countries.
Expect a land of contrasts, with unique
and compelling landscapes, an incredible
history and culture – much of it quite
unlike anything you might have imagined.

A land of diversity
From the dramatic gorges of the Yangtze
River to the striking alpine scenery of the
Nine Villages Valley, the deserts along the
Silk Road and the beautiful landscape of
craggy limestone peaks along the Li River,
China features a natural beauty that has
to be seen to be believed.
China is home to some of the world’s
largest and most vibrant cities; take
Shanghai, with its futuristic skyline,
shopping and lively social scene or

Beijing, China’s capital city, with its many
historical sites from the Imperial Age. The
contrasts with traditional communities you
will see in rural China could not be greater.

An empire of history
and culture

Experience a diﬀerent world

With over 5,000 years of history, China
has much to intrigue the inquisitive traveler.
Discover the traditional gardens of Suzhou,
the tranquil West Lake in Hangzhou and
numerous ornate temples scattered across
the country.

Approximate weather in
Beijing
Chengdu
Chongqing
Guilin
Hangzhou
Hong Kong
Kunming
Lhasa
Shanghai
Suzhou
Urumqi
Wuhan
Xian

Feb
Jan
28
25
45
43
48
46
48
46
41
39
61
61
50
46
34
28
46
41
39
37
10
7
41
37
37
30

If you are seeking adventure, you can travel
along the ancient Silk Road following Marco
Polo’s footsteps or venture into mystical
Tibet. Whatever your interest, China will
inspire and fascinate you.

China has never been more accessible and at
Wendy Wu Tours we use our knowledge and
expertise to ensure our customers get a real
insight into the destinations they visit.
Experience China with Wendy Wu Tours.

°F in some of China’s majo

Jiayuguan

Xian
Yichang

Chengdu
Mt
Everest

Suzhou
Mt Huang
Wuhan

SHANGHAI

Hangzhou

Lhasa

Home to the famous
Chengdu Panda Reserve
and the starting point
to see the world’s largest
stone-carved Grand
Buddha in Leshan.

Chongqing
Guiyang
Lijiang

Kunming

Guilin

Yangshuo

HONG KONG

Yangtze River
Towering cliﬀs rise
dramatically from the
river to create the
spectacular scenery
of the Three Gorges.
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BEIJING

Nine Villages Valley

Chengdu

The bustling, cosmopolitan
city. Also known as
the ‘Paris of the East’;
it combines colonial
charm with modern chic.

Tibet

Kunming

Guilin

Hong Kong

Discover the ancient
culture of the 'Roof of the
World’ while exploring the
palaces and monasteries
of this mystical and
spiritual land.

The 'City of Eternal
Spring' is home to the
Stone Forest and is the
gateway to the
wonderfully diverse
Yunnan Province.

Renowned for its
stunning limestone
formations along the
banks of the Li River.
Home to the famous
cormorant ﬁshermen.

An exciting, vibrant
and cosmopolitan city
which combines a
captivating blend
of Eastern and
Western cultures.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Discover the magic of China with one of
our popular Group Tours. Traveling with
a group of like-minded people on tried and
tested itineraries; our Group Tours are fully
inclusive and oﬀer excellent value for money.

The Group Tour
Experience

Your National Escort plus Local Guides
One of the key beneﬁts of traveling on a Group Tour is that
you will be accompanied by a National Escort throughout
your vacation, from your arrival in China right up until you
depart for home (minimum 10 passengers). You will also
be joined by expert Local Guides who get beneath the skin
of each place we visit. Our customers consistently sing
the praises of the knowledge and professionalism of
our National Escorts and Local Guides, particularly their
friendly, supportive nature.

Guaranteed departures on selected tours
Book with conﬁdence knowing that our most popular tours
are guaranteed to depart. This is subject to a minimum of
two passengers traveling and applies to all departures of:
■
■
■
■

A China Experience
Glories of China
Majestic Yangtze
Wonders of China

All other Group Tours are guaranteed to run subject to a
minimum of 8 travelers. A National Escort will accompany
each group of over 10, while groups of a smaller size will
use Local Guides only. See page 70 for further details.

Small group size
The maximum group size varies depending on the tour. It is
usually no more than 28 passengers although you may meet
other tour groups traveling concurrently. Traveling with a small
group of like-minded fellow travelers is a great way to enjoy
new places, share new experiences and meet new people.
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Seat-and-a-half policy

Terracotta Warriors, Xian

Your comfort is our priority, so for a group of 28 passengers
we will use a motor coach with about 48 seats. This gives our
passengers over a seat and a half of space each. This allows
ample seating space and for day packs to be carried aboard.
On some departures where we have a smaller number of
passengers we may reduce the vehicle size but we will always
endeavor to maintain our seat-and-a-half policy. The only
exceptions are where we are in remote areas or are obliged
to use oﬃcial vehicles (e.g. within a national park).

Our Private Tours are ideal for those
who prefer a degree of independence
and ﬂexibility, with the reassurance
that a China specialist has taken care
of all your arrangements.

The Private Tour
Experience

Your tour, your way
Private Tours are particularly suited to couples who prefer
a more individual vacation experience, families with young
children and passengers with special requirements. They
are also ideal for groups of friends, social clubs or societies
wishing to explore China as an exclusive group. You will be
free to see as much or as little as you like, enabling you to
travel at your own pace. And you can add short stays or
extensions to personalize your itinerary.

Private guides & chauﬀeur
Our team of Local Guides looks forward to meeting you at
each of your destinations to share their in-depth knowledge
and to ensure that your tour runs smoothly. Your transfers and
sightseeing will be in your own private chauﬀeur-driven vehicle.

Travel in style
Our Private Tours oﬀer a choice of accommodations.
For a touch of luxury select the ﬁve-star category featuring
brands such as InterContinental and Four Seasons, while our
four-star selection provides a range of quality hotels, mostly
with western credentials. Standard accommodations are
selected from our range of Group Tour hotels and represent
a comfortable, good value option.

Great value
With so much included in our Private Tours, they are great
value for money. The inclusions are similar to those of our
Group Tours and include international ﬂights, current taxes
and fuel surcharges, domestic ﬂights in China (where
applicable), accommodations, all meals (unless otherwise
stated), private local guides, private car and chauﬀeur, daily
tours with entrance fees and visa fees for US residents.
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Where do I look?
Our private tours can be found on the following pages:
A China Experience page 20
China Express
page 50
In Pursuit of Pandas page 52
Glories of China
page 24
Tibetan Trails
page 54
Majestic Yangtze
page 28
Wonders of China page 32
Great Wall of China

Short Stays and Hong Kong Extensions are on pages 56-63.

“

19
Departure Dates & Prices

We wish to say that we thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of our tour. We were constantly
amazed and fulﬁlled by the number of places
visited and the organization of the whole tour.
Mr & Mrs Watts, January 2011

A China Experience

2012 Departures
28 Jan - 06 Feb
03 Mar - 12 Mar
10 Mar - 19 Mar
24 Mar - 02 Apr
14 Apr - 23 Apr
01 May - 10 May*
12 May - 21 May
26 May - 04 Jun
02 Jun - 11 Jun
07 Jul - 16 Jul
04 Aug - 13 Aug
18 Aug - 27 Aug
08 Sep - 17 Sep
22 Sep - 01 Oct
06 Oct - 15 Oct
20 Oct - 29 Oct
27 Oct - 05 Nov
17 Nov - 26 Nov
24 Nov - 03 Dec

”

GUARANTEED
DEPARTURES

18 Feb -27 Feb
17 Mar - 26 Mar
31 Mar - 09 Apr
28 Apr - 07 May
05 May - 14 May
19 May - 28 May
09 Jun - 18 Jun
21 Jul - 30 Jul
11 Aug - 20 Aug
01 Sep - 10 Sep
15 Sep - 24 Sep
29 Sep - 08 Oct
13 Oct - 22 Oct

Price
$2,990
$3,290
$3,490
$3,690

Classic Tour
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$4,190
$3,890
$3,690
$3,490
$3,290
$2,990

Tour departs Saturday and returns Monday
*Tour departs Tuesday and returns Thursday
Guaranteed departures (see page 15)
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

10 days from $2,990pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
This classic itinerary visits
the three most famous cities
of China: cosmopolitan
Shanghai, historic Xian and
bustling Beijing. Included
are the must-see sights of
the Terracotta Warriors,
the Forbidden City and the
Great Wall. For contrast we
also visit the historic canal
town of Wuzhen with its
old-world charm and
picturesque setting.
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BEIJING
(3N)

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Day 5: Shanghai – Xian

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’.

Fly to Xian, the former ancient capital. In the
evening, enjoy a traditional Shui Jiao dumpling
meal followed by a performance of Tang
Dynasty dancing.

Day 3: Wuzhen day tour
Xian (2N)

Inbound
(1N)
SHANGHAI (3N)
Wuzhen

Air
Road

Great Wall of China

Forbidden City, Beijing

Visit the ancient canal town of Wuzhen and
enjoy a leisurely stroll to absorb the
atmosphere of this centuries-old Chinese
town. Home to an intricate system of canals,
old wooden waterside houses, arch stone
bridges, narrow cobblestone streets and an
abundance of local handicrafts, Wuzhen is
renowned for its old-world charm and
picturesque setting. Return to Shanghai and
enjoy a dinner of traditional Shanghai cuisine.

Day 4: Shanghai
Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to see the superb antiquities and ﬁne
arts of the Shanghai Museum, which houses
over 120,000 pieces of bronze, coins, jade,
ceramics, paintings and calligraphy. We also
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. Later we indulge in some
shopping along Nanjing Road. In the evening,
enjoy a cruise on the panoramic Huangpu
River, where the historic Bund and the
futuristic Pudong come face-to-face.

Day 6: Xian
Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors. The ﬁgures were created
2,000 years ago to accompany Qin Shihuang
into the afterlife. We also walk along the
Ancient City Wall.

Day 7: Xian – Beijing
Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum which is home to
thousands of priceless relics. We also walk
through the lively Muslim Quarter to explore
the Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing,
China's capital city.

Day 8: Beijing
Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City, which is the largest and best preserved
collection of ancient buildings in China from
the Ming and Qing Dynasties and houses over
8,000 rooms. Also visit the unique Temple of
Heaven and enjoy a fascinating Chinese
Acrobatic show in the evening.

Day 9: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000
years of historical significance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China’s
most iconic attraction, which stretches over
4,000 miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on
the east coast to the Gobi Desert in the west.
Also tour the exquisite Summer Palace. Our
evening meal includes the local delicacy,
Peking Duck.

Day 10: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Terracotta Warriors, Xian

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $1,890 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $320 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$55 (see page 10)
Comfortable Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 10: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 11: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 12: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 13: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

A China Experience

An ideal introduction to China for those with limited time

•
•
•
•
•
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A China Experience

5 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Private Tour

From
$4,990
$5,490
$5,590
$5,690
$5,490
$4,990

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $6,690
Land only from $3,890 (Shanghai – Beijing)

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
$4,290
$4,490
$4,990
$4,690
$4,490
$4,290

Single room supplement from $790 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $5,290
Land only from $3,190 (Shanghai – Beijing)

Standard accommodations

10 days from $3,790pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
This privately guided,
chauﬀeur-driven tour
features the same fully
inclusive itinerary as
‘A China Experience’
Group Tour.

BEIJING
(3N)

Day 5: Shanghai – Xian
Xian (2N)

Inbound
(1N)
SHANGHAI (3N)
Wuzhen

Personal and individual
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

Fly to Xian, the former ancient capital and
enjoy a Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed by a
performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Day 6: Xian

Visit the Terracotta Warriors and walk along
the Ancient City Wall.

Day 7: Xian – Beijing
Air
Car

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
■

as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. Also walk
along the famous Bund, explore the restored
Xintiandi area and enjoy a cruise on the
panoramic Huangpu River.

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’.

Day 3: Wuzhen day tour

Travel to the ancient canal town of Wuzhen and
enjoy a leisurely stroll to absorb the atmosphere
of this centuries-old town, which is renowned for
its old-world charm and picturesque setting.
Later, return to Shanghai.

Day 4: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum. Also walk through
the lively Muslim Quarter to explore the
Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing, visit
the unique Temple of Heaven and sample the
local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 8: Beijing

Stroll through Tiananmen Square, past
Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the treasureﬁlled Forbidden City and enjoy a fascinating
Chinese Acrobatic show.

Day 9: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall and then tour the
exquisite Summer Palace.

Day 10: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day or
the following morning.

The Bund, Shanghai

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Huangpu River Cruise
The busy Huangpu River ﬂows through the
heart of Shanghai. It is here that the historic
Bund and modern Pudong business district
come face-to-face across the water. There
is no better way to see the fascinating
history of the city than on an evening
Huangpu River Cruise.

Five Star Private Tour
■ Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai
■ Soﬁtel Renmin Square, Xian
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing
Four Star Private Tour
■ Holiday Inn Downtown, Shanghai
■ Mercure on Renmin Square, Xian
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing

On both sides of the river the lights
and illuminations will leave you with
unforgettable memories. Wendy Wu Tours
is the only company in the US to oﬀer this
must-do experience.

Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

From
$3,790
$3,990
$4,490
$4,190
$3,990
$3,790

Single room supplement from $490 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $4,490
Land only from $2,690 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
All meals
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 10: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Hong
Kong and transfer
Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai
to your hotel.
Day 11: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 12: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 13: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

A China Experience

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

23
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“

GUARANTEED
DEPARTURES

We’ve just returned from a
vacation of a lifetime. There were
too many highlights to choose
from… sparkling lights of Pudong
in Shanghai, the Terracotta
Warriors in Xian, the Great Wall
of China and the Li River cruise.
Mr & Mrs Charlton, February 2011

Discover China’s beautiful south on this two-week tour of China

”

Li River, Guilin

The striking landscape along
the Li River is the deﬁning
highlight of this popular
itinerary. Stay overnight in
the small town of Yangshuo
surrounded by rice ﬁelds and
limestone hills in Southern
China. Add the histories of
Beijing and Xian along with
cosmopolitan Shanghai
and you have the best that
China can oﬀer.
ighlights
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Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East'.

BEIJING (4N)

Day 3: Shanghai
Xian (2N)
Inbound (1N)
SHANGHAI (3N)

Sightseeing today includes a visit to the
Shanghai Museum, which houses over
120,000 pieces of bronze, coins, jade,
ceramics, paintings and calligraphy. We also
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture. In the evening enjoy traditional
Shanghai cuisine.

Day 4: Shanghai
Guilin (2N)
Yangshuo (1N)

Air
Road
Boat

Day 9: Xian

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors. The ﬁgures were created
2,000 years ago to accompany Qin Shihuang
into the afterlife. We also walk along the
Ancient City Wall.

Day 13: Beijing

Day 10: Xian – Beijing

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Visit the beautiful Yu Gardens, the Old Town
and then cross the great Nanpu Bridge to
explore the modern Pudong area. We also
explore the restored Xintiandi area with its
unique 1920’s style shikumen buildings. In the
evening, enjoy a cruise on the panoramic
Huangpu River.

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum which is home to
thousands of priceless relics. We also stroll
through the lively Muslim Quarter to explore
the Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing,
China's capital city.

Day 5: Shanghai – Guilin

Day 11: Beijing

Fly to the beautiful city of Guilin.

Days 6-7: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Bund, Shanghai

Visit Mt Diecai before ﬂying to Xian, the former
ancient capital. In the evening, enjoy a
traditional Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed
by a performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit the colorful stalagmites and
stalactites of Seven Star Cave and the adjacent
park which is home to one adorable panda. We
also see an evening display of traditional
cormorant ﬁshing.

most iconic attraction, which stretches over
4,000 miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the
east coast to the Gobi Desert in the west. Also
visit the unique Temple of Heaven and enjoy a
fascinating Chinese Acrobatic show in the
evening.
Experience a rickshaw ride through the
traditional Hutong areas and tour the exquisite
Summer Palace. Our evening meal includes the
local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 14: Beijing – US

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City, which is the largest and best preserved
collection of ancient buildings in China from
the Ming and Qing Dynasties and houses over
8,000 rooms.

$4,490
$4,290
$3,990
$3,690
$3,490

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $2,390 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $390 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$63 (see page 10)
Comfortable Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:

■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 14: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 15: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 16: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 17: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Day 12: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000
years of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China's

$4,790

Tour departs Saturday and returns Friday

■

Day 8: Guilin – Xian

31 Mar - 13 Apr
28 Apr - 11 May
12 May - 25 May
26 May - 08 Jun
09 Jun - 22 Jun
28 Jul - 10 Aug
11 Aug - 24 Aug
01 Sep - 14 Sep
15 Sep - 28 Sep
29 Sep - 12 Oct
13 Oct - 26 Oct
27 Oct - 09 Nov

Price
$3,490
$3,790
$3,990
$4,290

Guaranteed departures (see page 15)
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

■

14 days from $3,490pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

25 Feb - 09 Mar

Forbidden City, Beijing

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Glories of China

Glories of China

2012 Departures
18 Feb - 02 Mar
10 Mar - 23 Mar
24 Mar - 06 Apr
14 Apr - 27 Apr
05 May - 18 May
19 May - 01 Jun
02 Jun - 15 Jun
14 Jul - 27 Jul
04 Aug - 17 Aug
18 Aug - 31 Aug
08 Sep - 21 Sep
22 Sep - 05 Oct
06 Oct - 19 Oct
20 Oct - 02 Nov
03 Nov - 16 Nov
17 Nov - 30 Nov
24 Nov - 07 Dec

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

25

24
5 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
$5,990
$6,690
$6,790
$6,890
$6,690
$5,990

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $1,390 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $7,990
Land only from $4,890 (Shanghai – Beijing)

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Glories of China

Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $6,190
Land only from $3,890 (Shanghai – Beijing)

Standard accommodations

Private Tour

14 days from $4,490pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
Xian (2N)

Inbound (1N)
SHANGHAI (3N)

Personal and individual
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Day 8: Guilin – Xian

Hutong Rickshaw Ride
The Hutongs are the traditional residential
areas of Beijing. Deﬁned by a maze of narrow
streets and alleyways, these districts show a
way of living that is fast disappearing in this
modernizing city. Here, life moves more slowly
than in rest of the frenetic metropolis with the
absence of cars, crowds and tall buildings
providing welcome relief.

Five Star Private Tour
■ Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai
■ Sheraton Hotel, Guilin
■ Green Lotus Hotel, Yangshuo (local 5*)
■ Soﬁtel Renmin Square, Xian
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing

Visit Mt Diecai. Later, ﬂy to Xian, the former
ancient capital and enjoy a Shui Jiao dumpling
meal followed by a performance of Tang
Dynasty dancing.

Day 9: Xian
Guilin (2N)
Yangshuo (1N)

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
■

Days 6-7: Li River Cruise – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo. The
next day, explore the colorful local markets
returning to Guilin to visit the Seven Star Park
and Seven Star Cave.

BEIJING (4N)

Visit the Terracotta Warriors and walk along
the Ancient City Wall.
Air
Car
Boat

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’.

Days 3-4: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. The next
day, walk along the famous Bund, explore the
restored Xintiandi area and enjoy a cruise on
the panoramic Huangpu River.

Day 5: Shanghai – Guilin

Fly to the beautiful city of Guilin.

Li River, Guilin

Day 10: Xian – Beijing

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum. Also walk through
the lively Muslim Quarter to explore the
Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing and
sample the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

To see these historic areas, you’ll ride on a
cyclo-rickshaw, a traditional form of transport
propelled by pedal-power. From this vantage
point you can watch the local residents walking
the streets, or maybe sitting outside tiny local
restaurants playing chess.

Day 11: Beijing

Stroll through Tiananmen Square, past
Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the treasureﬁlled Forbidden City.

Days 12-13: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall and visit the unique
Temple of Heaven. The next day, tour the
exquisite Summer Palace and enjoy a
fascinating Chinese Acrobatic show.

Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

From
$4,490
$4,790
$5,290
$4,990
$4,790
$4,490

Single room supplement from $690 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $5,290
Land only from $3,390 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
All meals
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 14: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Hong
Kong and transfer
to your hotel.
Day 15: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 16: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 17: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Day 14: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning.

Four Star Private Tour
■ Holiday Inn Downtown, Shanghai
■ Guilin Park Hotel
■ New Century Hotel, Yangshuo (local 4*)
■ Mercure on Renmin Square, Xian
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Rickshaw, Beijing

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Glories of China

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

This privately guided,
chauﬀeur-driven tour
features the same fully
inclusive itinerary as
the ‘Glories of China’
Group Tour.

From
$4,990
$5,290
$5,790
$5,490
$5,290
$4,990

27

26

GUARANTEED
DEPARTURES

“

The organization was ﬁrst class, motor coach
travel and internal ﬂights went without a
hitch, the hotel standards were well above
what we expected, the meals provided a
totally new experience and the cruise on the
Yangtze River is not to be missed.
Mr & Mrs Crombie, April 2011

This two-week tour combines China’s cities with a Yangtze River Cruise
14 days from $3,790pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
The highlight of this two
week tour is a four night
cruise on the Yangtze River.
Sail through the Three
Gorges where the vertical
cliﬀs rise dramatically from
the water. Add to this a visit
to the famous panda reserve
in Chengdu and it’s easy to
see why this tour is a long
term favorite.

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

BEIJING (3N)

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East'.

Day 3: Shanghai

Xian (2N)
Chengdu
(1N)

Inbound
(1N)

SHANGHAI (2N)
Yangtze River Cruise (4N)

Chongqing

Yichang

Air
Road
Boat

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum, which
houses over 120,000 pieces of bronze, coins,
jade, ceramics, paintings and calligraphy. We
also walk along the famous Bund with its
colonial architecture and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. In the evening, enjoy a
cruise on the panoramic Huangpu River, where
the historic Bund and the futuristic Pudong
come face-to-face and enjoy traditional
Shanghai cuisine.

Day 4: Yangtze River Cruise

Visit the modern Pudong area with its 21st
century buildings and then ﬂy to Yichang and
board the Yangtze River Cruise vessel.

Days 5-7: Yangtze River Cruise
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the Yangtze

Pandas, Chengdu

Enjoy a tour of the Three Gorges Dam before
cruising upstream through some of the most
dramatic scenery in the world. Over the next
three days, we will take a side-trip to the
striking Shennong Stream in a peapod boat or
visit the Lesser Three Gorges. We also enjoy
various shore excursions along the way,
including the 'Ghost City' of Fengdu with its
captivating temples and statues.

Day 8: Chongqing – Chengdu

Disembark from the cruise vessel and transfer
to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan Province.
Enjoy a delicious Sichuan meal in the evening.

Day 9: Chengdu – Xian

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat before ﬂying to Xian, the former
ancient capital. In the evening, enjoy a
traditional Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed
by a performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Day 10: Xian

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors. The ﬁgures were created
over 2,000 years ago to accompany Emperor
Qin Shihuang into the afterlife. We also walk
along the Ancient City Wall.

18 Jun - 01 Jul
06 Aug - 19 Aug

$4,990

27 Aug - 09 Sep
07 Sep - 20 Sep*
14 Sep - 27 Sep*
21 Sep - 04 Oct*

$4,690

08 Oct - 21 Oct
22 Oct - 04 Nov

$4,490
$4,290
$3,990

Tour departs Monday and returns Sunday
*Tour departs Friday and returns Thursday
Guaranteed departures (see page 15)
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

”

Yangtze River

collection of ancient buildings in China from
the Ming and Qing Dynasties and houses over
8,000 rooms. Also tour the exquisite Summer
Palace and enjoy a fascinating Chinese
Acrobatic show in the evening.

Day 13: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000
years of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China's
most iconic attraction, which stretches over
4,000 miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the
east coast to the Gobi Desert in the west. Also
visit the unique Temple of Heaven. Our
evening meal includes the local delicacy,
Peking Duck.

Day 14: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Day 11: Xian – Beijing

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum which is home to
thousands of priceless relics. We also stroll
through the lively Muslim Quarter to explore
the Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing,
China's capital city.

Day 12: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City, which is the largest and best preserved

09 Apr - 22 Apr
23 Apr - 06 May
07 May - 20 May
21 May - 03 Jun

Price
$3,790
$3,990
$4,490

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $2,690 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $760 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$63 (see page 10)
Comfortable Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 14: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 15: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 16: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 17: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Pudong, Shanghai

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Majestic Yangtze

Majestic Yangtze

2012 Departures
12 Mar - 25 Mar
19 Mar - 01 Apr
02 Apr - 15 Apr
16 Apr - 29 Apr
30 Apr - 13 May
14 May - 27 May
28 May - 10 Jun
04 Jun - 17 Jun
23 Jul - 05 Aug
13 Aug - 26 Aug
20 Aug - 02 Sep
03 Sep - 16 Sep
10 Sep - 23 Sep
17 Sep - 30 Sep
24 Sep - 07 Oct
01 Oct - 14 Oct
15 Oct - 28 Oct
29 Oct - 11 Nov
05 Nov - 18 Nov

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

29

28
5 star accommodations

Majestic Yangtze

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Private Tour

From
Request
$6,890
$6,990
$7,090
$6,890
Request

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $1,390 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $8,990
Land only from $5,390 (Shanghai – Beijing)

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
Request
$5,490
$5,990
$5,690
$5,490
Request

Single room supplement from $1,190 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $7,190
Land only from $4,290 (Shanghai – Beijing)

Standard accommodations

BEIJING (3N)

14 days from $4,990pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
This privately guided,
chauﬀeur-driven tour
features the same fully
inclusive itinerary as
the ‘Majestic Yangtze’
Group Tour.

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
al
■ Personal and individu
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Accommodation choices
Flexibility while touring
Travel on any date
Travel at your own pace
Intimate tour for couples
Great for family travel
s
Perfect for private group

Day 8: Chongqing – Chengdu
Take the train to Chengdu. Enjoy a delicious
Sichuan meal in the evening.

Xian (2N)
Chengdu
(1N)

Inbound
(1N)

SHANGHAI (2N)
Yangtze River Cruise (4N)

Chongqing

Yichang

Day 9: Chengdu – Xian
Visit the famous Panda Reserve. Later ﬂy
to Xian, the former ancient capital and enjoy
a Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed by
a performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Day 10: Xian
Visit the Terracotta Warriors and walk along
the Ancient City Wall.
Air
Boat
Rail

Day 11: Xian – Beijing

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’.

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda and the
renowned Shaanxi Museum. Also walk through
the lively Muslim Quarter to explore the
Islamic food markets. Later, ﬂy to Beijing and
sample the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 3: Shanghai

Days 12-13: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. Also walk
along the famous Bund, explore the restored
Xintiandi area and enjoy a cruise on the
panoramic Huangpu River.

Days 4-7: Yangtze River Cruise

Board the Yangtze River Cruise vessel for the
next four nights. Over the next three days,
enjoy various side-trips and shore excursions
along the way.

Shennong Stream, Yangtze River

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Shui Jiao Dinner & Dance Show
This unique dinner features multiple courses
of Xian’s famous dumplings each with a
diﬀerent ﬁlling. Often the dumplings are the
shape and color of the food they contain, for
example the duck dumpling is shaped like a
duck, while the pumpkin dumpling is round
and orange. There are even sweet dumplings
for desert!

Five Star Private Tour
■ Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai
■ Victoria Cruises, Yangtze River
■ Lido Sheraton Hotel, Chengdu
■ Soﬁtel Renmin Square, Xian
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing

Following the meal you’ll enjoy a
performance of Tang Dynasty dancing. This
traditional form of expression involves
colorful costumes and changing backdrops,
making this exquisitely choreographed show
a kaleidoscopic spectacle.

Stroll through Tiananmen Square, past
Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the treasurefilled Forbidden City and tour the exquisite
Summer Palace. The next day, walk on the
Great Wall, visit the unique Temple of
Heaven and enjoy a fascinating Chinese
Acrobatic show.

Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $6,490
Land only from $3,790 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
All meals
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 14: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Hong
Kong and transfer
to your hotel.
Day 15: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 16: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 17: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Day 14: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning.

Four Star Private Tour
■ Holiday Inn Downtown, Shanghai
■ Victoria Cruises, Yangtze River (5*)
■ Yinhe Dynasty Hotel, Chengdu
■ Mercure on Renmin Square, Xian
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing

From
Request
$4,990
$5,490
$5,190
$4,990
Request

Victoria Cruises

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Majestic Yangtze

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

31

30

GUARANTEED
DEPARTURES

“

We had a wonderful vacation which was
superbly organized. We can only applaud
you for putting together a tour that had
all the best places to see and was so well
organized in terms of the transport,
hotels and restaurants.
Mr & Mrs Stent, September 2010

Visit all the famous sights of China in just over two weeks
Inbound (1N)

16 days from $3,990pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
Experience the variety of
wonders that China has to
oﬀer from the history of the
Great Wall and the
Terracotta Warriors to
modern and cosmopolitan
Shanghai. Take in the beauty
of Guilin with a cruise on the
Li River, the dramatic Three
Gorges on the Yangtze River
and the adorable Giant
Pandas in Chongqing.
ts
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Beijing (3N)

Xian (2N)

Shanghai (2N)
Wuhan

Chongqing

Yangtze River
Cruise (4N)

Yangshuo (1N)

Guilin (2N)

Air
Road
Boat

Fly overnight to Beijing, China's capital city.

Day 3: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City, which has the largest and best preserved
collection of ancient buildings in China. We
also take a rickshaw ride through the
traditional Hutong areas and visit the unique
Temple of Heaven. Our evening meal includes
the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Great Wall of China

Day 4: Beijing

Days 8-10: Yangtze River Cruise

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate
2,000 years of historical signiﬁcance and
admire the panoramic views. The Great Wall is
China's most iconic attraction, which stretches
over 4,000 miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass
on the east coast to the Gobi Desert in the
west. Also tour the exquisite Summer Palace
and enjoy a fascinating Chinese Acrobatic
show in the evening.

Enjoy a tour of the Three Gorges Dam before
cruising upstream through some of the most
dramatic scenery in the world. Over the next
three days, we will take a side-trip to the
striking Shennong Stream in a peapod boat or
visit the Lesser Three Gorges. We also enjoy
various shore excursions along the way,
including the 'Ghost City' of Fengdu with its
captivating temples.

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
the beautiful Yu Gardens, the Old Town and a
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture. We also visit the modern
Pudong area and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. In the evening, enjoy a
cruise on the panoramic Huangpu River,
where the historic Bund and the futuristic
Pudong come face-to-face.

Day 5: Beijing – Xian

Day 11: Chongqing – Guilin

Day 16: Shanghai – US

Fly to Xian, the former ancient capital and
visit the Shaanxi Museum which is home
to thousands of priceless relics. In the
evening, enjoy a traditional Shui Jiao dumpling
meal followed by a performance of Tang
Dynasty dancing.

Disembark from the cruise vessel and visit the
Panda House at Chongqing Zoo. Fly to the
beautiful city of Guilin.

Day 6: Xian
Days 1-2: US – Beijing

”

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors. The ﬁgures were created
over 2,000 years ago to accompany Emperor
Qin Shihuang into the afterlife. We also walk
along the Ancient City Wall and stroll through
the lively Muslim Quarter to explore the
Islamic food markets.

Day 7: Xian – Yangtze River Cruise
Fly to Wuhan and transfer to Yichang to board
the Yangtze River Cruise vessel.

Day 15: Shanghai

Fly to the US, arriving home the same
day or the following morning depending
on ﬂight schedules.

Days 12-13: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin
Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit the colorful stalagmites and
stalactites of Reed Flute Caves. We also see an
evening display of traditional cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 14: Guilin – Shanghai
Fly to the cosmopolitan city of Shanghai, also
known as the ‘Paris of the East’. See the superb
antiquities and ﬁne arts of the Shanghai
Museum, wander around neighboring People’s
Square and in the evening enjoy traditional
Shanghai cuisine.

Price
$3,990
$4,290
$4,490
$4,790

08 Apr - 23 Apr
22 Apr - 07 May
29 Apr - 14 May
06 May - 21 May
13 May - 28 May
20 May - 04 Jun
27 May - 11 Jun
10 Jun - 25 Jun
$5,290
01 Jul - 16 Jul
22 Jul - 06 Aug
05 Aug - 20 Aug
26 Aug - 10 Sep $4,990
02 Sep - 17 Sep
07 Sep - 22 Sep**
12 Sep - 27 Sep*
16 Sep - 01 Oct
21 Sep - 06 Oct**
26 Sep - 11 Oct*
07 Oct - 22 Oct
21 Oct - 05 Nov

$4,790
$4,490
$4,290

Tour departs Sunday and returns Monday
*Tour departs Wednesday and returns Thursday
**Tour departs Friday and returns Saturday
Guaranteed departures (see page 15)
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $2,890 (Beijing – Shanghai)
Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$63 (see page 10)
Comfortable Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 16: Shanghai – Hong
Kong
Fly from Shanghai to
Hong Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 17: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 18: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 19: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Li River, Guilin

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Wonders of China

Wonders of China

2012 Departures
04 Mar - 19 Mar
18 Mar - 02 Apr
25 Mar - 09 Apr
01 Apr - 16 Apr
15 Apr - 30 Apr
25 Apr - 10 May*
02 May - 17 May*
09 May - 24 May*
16 May - 31 May*
23 May - 07 Jun*
03 Jun - 18 Jun
24 Jun - 09 Jul
15 Jul - 30 Jul
29 Jul - 13 Aug
12 Aug - 27 Aug
19 Aug - 03 Sep
29 Aug - 13 Sep*
05 Sep - 20 Sep*
09 Sep - 24 Sep
14 Sep - 29 Sep**
19 Sep - 04 Oct*
23 Sep - 08 Oct
30 Sep - 15 Oct
03 Oct - 18 Oct*
14 Oct - 29 Oct
28 Oct - 12 Nov
04 Nov - 19 Nov
07 Nov - 22 Nov*
11 Nov - 26 Nov

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

33

32
5 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
Request
$7,190
$7,290
$7,390
$7,190
Request

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $1,590 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $9,590
Land only from $5,690 (Beijing – Shanghai)

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Wonders of China

Single room supplement from $1,290 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $7,490
Land only from $4,590 (Beijing – Shanghai)

Private Tour

Standard accommodations

Inbound (1N)

16 days from $5,290pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

Beijing (3N)

Fly to Xian, the former ancient capital and
enjoy a Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed by a
performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Day 6: Xian

Visit the Terracotta Warriors and walk along
the Ancient City Wall.

Xian (2N)

Shanghai (2N)
Wuhan

Chongqing

Yangtze River
Cruise (4N)

Yangshuo (1N)

Guilin (2N)

Days 1-2: US – Beijing

Fly overnight to Beijing.

Day 3: Beijing

Stroll through Tiananmen Square, past
Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the treasureﬁlled Forbidden City. Also explore the Hutong
areas, visit the unique Temple of Heaven and
sample the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 4: Beijing

Day 7: Yangtze River Cruise

Board the Yangtze River Cruise vessel for the
next four nights.

Days 8-10: Yangtze River Cruise

Air
Car
Boat

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
al
■ Personal and individu
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

Day 5: Beijing – Xian

Walk on the Great Wall, tour the exquisite
Summer Palace and enjoy a fascinating
Chinese Acrobatic show.

Over the next three days, enjoy various
side-trips and shore excursions along the way.

Day 11: Chongqing – Guilin

Disembark the cruise vessel and visit the Panda
House at Chongqing Zoo. Later, ﬂy to the
beautiful city of Guilin.

Days 12-13: Guilin – Li River – Guilin

Terracotta Warriors, Xian

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Picturesque Yangshuo
Yangshuo is a charming rural town sitting on
the banks of the Li River and nestled below the
picturesque limestone peaks. Many tours visit
brieﬂy but most return straight back to Guilin.
Our passengers welcome the overnight stay
and the opportunity to observe the
surroundings in the changing light which
enlivens the undulating landscape with vibrant
colors and long shadows.

Five Star Private Tour
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing
■ Soﬁtel Renmin Square, Xian
■ Victoria Cruises, Yangtze River
■ Sheraton Hotel, Guilin
■ Green Lotus Hotel, Yangshuo (local 5*)
■ Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai

While in Yangshuo, stroll the cobbled
streets, spend some time in a relaxing café,
shop at the colorful markets or treat
yourself to an invigorating massage. In the
evening a favorite option is the remarkable
Liu Sanjie light show which is set on the river
and features over 600 performers
(weather permitting).

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo. The
next day, explore the colorful local markets
before returning to Guilin to visit the stunning
Reed Flute Caves.

Days 14-15: Guilin – Shanghai

Fly to the cosmopolitan city of Shanghai, also
known as the ‘Paris of the East’. Enjoy two full
days of sightseeing as well as a cruise on the
panoramic Huangpu River.

Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

From
Request
$5,290
$5,790
$5,490
$5,290
Request

Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $6,690
Land only from $4,090 (Beijing – Shanghai)
Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
All meals
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 16: Shanghai – Hong
Kong
Fly from Shanghai to
Hong Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 17: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 18: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 19: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Day 16: Shanghai – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning.

Four Star Private Tour
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing
■ Mercure on Renmin Square, Xian
■ Victoria Cruises, Yangtze River (5*)
■ Guilin Park Hotel
■ New Century Hotel, Yangshuo (local 4*)
■ Holiday Inn Downtown, Shanghai

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 15 Mar 2012
16 Mar - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Yangshuo

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Wonders of China

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

This privately guided,
chauﬀeur-driven tour
features the same fully
inclusive itinerary as
the ‘Wonders of China’
Group Tour.

From
Request
$5,790
$6,290
$5,990
$5,790
Request

35

34

Magnificent

“

China

What surprises we were in for!
We walked on the Great Wall
and loved the Pandas. We glided
through the Li River and cruised
the Yangtze. We visited the
Palaces, Gardens, Caves and
Mountains as Frank guided
us through the magic of his
beloved country.
Margaret Boyd, August 2010

”

2012 Departures
11 Mar - 31 Mar
18 Mar - 07 Apr
08 Apr - 28 Apr
22 Apr - 12 May
04 May - 24 May*
11 May - 31 May*
18 May - 07 Jun*
25 May - 14 Jun*
03 Jun - 23 Jun
24 Jun - 14 Jul
05 Aug - 25 Aug
19 Aug - 08 Sep
02 Sep - 22 Sep
09 Sep - 29 Sep
16 Sep - 06 Oct
23 Sep - 13 Oct
30 Sep - 20 Oct
07 Oct - 27 Oct
21 Oct - 10 Nov
28 Oct - 17 Nov
04 Nov - 24 Nov

Price
$4,790
$4,990
$5,490

25 Mar - 14 Apr
15 Apr - 05 May
29 Apr - 19 May
06 May - 26 May
13 May - 02 Jun
20 May - 09 Jun
27 May - 16 Jun
10 Jun - 30 Jun
$5,990
08 Jul - 28 Jul
12 Aug - 01 Sep
31 Aug - 20 Sep* $5,690
07 Sep - 27 Sep*
14 Sep - 04 Oct*
21 Sep - 11 Oct*
28 Sep - 18 Oct*
14 Oct - 03 Nov

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

$5,490
$5,290
$4,990

Tour departs Sunday and returns Saturday
*Tour departs Friday and returns Thursday
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

Inbound (1N)

21 days from $4,790pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
Take an in-depth look at the
best of China on one of our
most popular tours. All the
famous sights are covered
along with some special
treats. Gaze in awe at the
Grand Buddha in Leshan,
visit the traditional gardens
of Suzhou and admire the
magniﬁcent Giant Pandas
in Chengdu.

Walk on the Great Wall and visit the unique
Temple of Heaven. The next day, indulge in some
shopping at the bustling markets, tour the
exquisite Summer Palace and enjoy a fascinating
Chinese Acrobatic show in the evening.

BEIJING (4N)

Xian (2N)
Suzhou (1N)

Chengdu
(2N)
Leshan

Yangtze River
Cruise (4N)
Chongqing

Yangshuo (1N)

Days 4-5: Beijing

SHANGHAI
(3N)
Wuhan

Guilin (2N)

Air
Road
Boat

Day 6: Beijing – Xian

Fly to Xian, the former ancient capital and
visit the Shaanxi Museum which is home
to thousands of priceless relics. In the
evening, enjoy a traditional Shui Jiao dumpling
meal followed by a performance of Tang
Dynasty dancing.

Day 7: Xian

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the Terracotta
Warriors and walk along the Ancient City Wall.
We also stroll through the lively Muslim
Quarter to explore the Islamic food markets.

Day 8: Xian – Yangtze River Cruise
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Days 1-2: US – Beijing

Fly overnight to Beijing, China's capital city.

Day 3: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City. We also take a rickshaw ride through the
traditional Hutong areas. Our evening meal
includes the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Visit the Little Wild Goose Pagoda. Fly to
Wuhan and transfer to Yichang to board the
Yangtze River Cruise vessel.

Days 9-11: Yangtze River Cruise

Tour the Three Gorges Dam before cruising
upstream through some of the most dramatic
scenery in the world. Over the next three days,
we will take a side-trip to the striking
Shennong Stream in a pea-pod boat or visit the
Lesser Three Gorges and enjoy various shore
excursions along the way.

Grand Buddha, Leshan
Day 12: Chongqing – Chengdu

Disembark from the cruise vessel and transfer
to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan Province.

Day 13: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Travel to Leshan to visit the Grand Buddha, the
world’s largest stone-carved Buddhist statue. We
take a short boat trip to view the statue from the
river. The carving of the Buddha into the side of
Lingyun Mountain began in 713AD and was
completed in 803AD. Return to Chengdu, visiting
the old town of Huanglongxi en-route. Enjoy a
delicious Sichuan meal in the evening.

Day 14: Chengdu – Guilin

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural habitat
before ﬂying to the beautiful city of Guilin.

Days 15-16: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit the colorful stalagmites and
stalactites of Reed Flute Caves and Mt Diecai.
We also see an evening display of traditional
cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 18: Suzhou – Shanghai

Visit two of the ﬁnest oriental gardens: the
Humble Administrator’s Garden and the Master
of the Nets Garden, a local silk mill still in
operation today and enjoy a cruise on the
ancient Grand Canal. Return to Shanghai, and in
the evening enjoy traditional Shanghai cuisine.

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Days 19-20: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. We also
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture. The next day, visit the modern
Pudong area and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. In the evening, enjoy a
cruise on the panoramic Huangpu River.

Day 21: Shanghai – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Day 17: Guilin – Suzhou

Fly to cosmopolitan Shanghai, also known as
the ‘Paris of the East’ and transfer to the
charming city of Suzhou, also known as the
‘Venice of the East’.

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $3,690 (Beijing – Shanghai)
Single room supplement from $1,090 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$78 (see page 10)
Comfortable Paced Tour

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 21: Shanghai – Hong
Kong
Fly from Shanghai to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 22: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 23: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 24: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Giant Panda, Chengdu

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Magniﬁcent China

Visit the most famous sights and some special treats

•
•
•
•
•
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China & Tibet
Discovery

Depart US
23 May 2012
05 Sep
10 Oct

Tour departs Wednesday and returns Thursday

•
•
•
•
•

■

“I am very excited about this tour which
brings together many of China’s true
highlights with a visit to Lhasa, the spiritual
center of Tibet. Although this itinerary
is new for 2012, I have over ten years’
experience welcoming guests to each of
the destinations featured so you can be
sure that your tour will be second to none.”

This tour reaches a maximum altitude
of 12,000ft in Lhasa.
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Lhasa
(3N)

Xian (2N)
SHANGHAI
Chengdu
(2N)
(1N)
Yangtze River
Cruise (3N)
Chongqing
Yichang

Air
Road
Boat

Days 1-2: US – Beijing

Fly overnight to Beijing, China’s capital city.

Day 3: Beijing

Today you will stroll through the famous
Tiananmen Square past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City. This is the largest and best preserved
collection of ancient buildings in China from
the Ming and Qing Dynasties and houses over
8,000 rooms. Also visit the unique
Temple of Heaven. Our evening meal includes
the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 4: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000 years
of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China's most

Day 5: Beijing – Xian

Fly to Xian and visit the Shaanxi Provincial
Museum which is home to thousands of
priceless relics. In the evening, enjoy a
traditional Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed
by a performance of Tang Dynasty dancing.

Day 6: Xian

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors. The ﬁgures were created
over 2,000 years ago to accompany Emperor
Qin Shihuang into the afterlife. We also walk
along the Ancient City Wall and stroll through
the lively Muslim Quarter to explore the
Islamic food markets.

Day 7: Xian – Lhasa

Fly to Lhasa, the spiritual home of Tibet. The
afternoon is at leisure to help acclimatize to
the altitude.

Day 8: Lhasa

Sightseeing today includes a stroll around the
Barkhor circuit where traditional dress,
market stalls selling religious trinkets and the
sound of chanted prayers create the
atmosphere of a medieval carnival. We also
visit the 7th century Jokhang Temple, which

Day 9: Lhasa

Explore the ‘crown jewel’ of Tibet – the Potala
Palace. The palace is an architectural wonder
that towers over the city with thousands of
rooms ﬁlled with treasures such as intricate
shrines and beautiful frescoes. We also visit
Norbulingka; the former summer palace of the
Dalai Lama, containing several palaces and
chapels and a local Tibetan carpet factory.
Enjoy a traditional Tibetan dinner and dance
performance in the evening.

Day 10: Lhasa – Chengdu

Fly to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan
Province where we will take a tour of the
city’s highlights. Enjoy a delicious Sichuan meal
in the evening.

Day 11: Chengdu – Yangtze River Cruise

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat. Travel to Chongqing to board your
Yangtze River cruise for the next three nights.

Days 12-13: Yangtze River Cruise

Over the next two days, we will take a sidetrip to the striking Shennong Stream
in a peapod boat or visit the Lesser Three
Gorges. We also enjoy various shore
excursions along the way.

■
■
■
■

”

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Potala Palace, Lhasa

Day 14: Yichang – Shanghai

After visiting the site of the Three Gorges Dam
you will disembark your cruise in Yichang. Fly
to the cosmopolitan city of Shanghai, also
known as the ‘Paris of the East' where we will
enjoy a dinner of traditional Shanghai cuisine.

Day 15: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum, which
houses over 120,000 pieces of bronze, coins,
jade, ceramics, paintings and calligraphy. We
also walk along the famous Bund with its
colonial architecture and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. In the evening, enjoy a
cruise on the panoramic Huangpu River,
where the historic Bund and the futuristic
Pudong come face-to-face.

Day 16: Shanghai – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Shennong Stream

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 16: Shanghai – Hong
Kong
Fly from Shanghai to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 17: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 18: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 19: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

NEW

See the most famous sights
of China: The Great Wall,
Terracotta Warriors and
adorable pandas. Explore
the mystical land of Tibet to
discover fabulous palaces,
holy monasteries and sacred
temples. And complete your
tour with a relaxing cruise
on the Yangtze River.

BEIJING (3N)

is the most sacred in Tibet and the Sera
Monastery, which has about 600 monks
in residence.

■

China & Tibet Discovery

Combine the best of China with Mystical Tibet and a Yangtze Cruise
iconic attraction, which stretches over 4,000 miles
from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the east coast to
the Gobi Desert in the west. Also tour the
exquisite Summer Palace and enjoy a fascinating
Chinese Acrobatic show in the evening.

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $3,790 (Beijing – Shanghai)
Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$70 (see page 10)
Active Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:

Wendy Wu, July 2011

Inbound
(1N)

Price
$4,990
$5,490
$5,290

Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

“
16 days from $4,990pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

Arrive US
07 Jun 2012
20 Sep
25 Oct

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices
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China
Delights

“

We particularly wanted to write
to you to convey our appreciation
of our National Escort. We were
very impressed with his language
ﬂuency, his organizational skills
and his encyclopaedic knowledge
of the facts and history of the
places we visited as part of
the itinerary.
Mr & Mrs Nethersell, September 2010

”

Depart US
19 Mar 2012
23 Apr
07 May
21 May
04 Jun
06 Aug
20 Aug
03 Sep
17 Sep
08 Oct
22 Oct
19 Nov

Arrive US
07 Apr 2012
12 May
26 May
09 Jun
23 Jun
25 Aug
08 Sep
22 Sep
06 Oct
27 Oct
10 Nov
08 Dec

Price
$4,490
$4,790
$5,290

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

$4,990
$4,790
$4,490
$3,790

Tour departs Monday and returns Saturday
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $2,690 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $760 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$78 (see page 10)
Medium Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■

A magical tour of memorable images and amazing experiences

China Delights is a great
value tour that focuses on
amazing scenery and historic
sites from Guilin to the Great
Wall. Discover hidden gems
that are less often visited
such as the traditional
gardens of Suzhou, the
beautiful West Lake in
Hangzhou, the remarkable
Grand Buddha in Leshan and
the pandas in Chengdu.
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Day 4: Shanghai – Suzhou
BEIJING (3N)
Overnight
Train (1N)
Overnight
Train (1N)

Xian (2N)
Suzhou Inbound
(1N)
(1N)
SHANGHAI (3N)

Chengdu
(2N)

Hangzhou (2N)

Leshan

Guilin (2N)
Yangshuo (1N)

Air
Road
Boat
Rail

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

A

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city
of Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of
the East’. In the evening enjoy traditional
Shanghai cuisine.

Day 3: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
the beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as
well as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. We
also walk along the famous Bund with its
colonial architecture and explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings.

Travel to the charming city of Suzhou, also
known as the ‘Venice of the East’. Visit two of
the ﬁnest oriental gardens: the Humble
Administrator’s Garden and the Master of the
Nets Garden, a local silk mill still in operation
today and enjoy a cruise on the ancient
Grand Canal.

Days 5-6: Suzhou – Hangzhou

Travel to beautiful Hangzhou, one of China’s
former imperial capitals. Explore the local
markets and experience an oriental teatasting. The next day, visit the Temple of
Inspired Seclusion, Six Harmonies Pagoda and
enjoy a relaxing cruise on West Lake.

Day 7: Hangzhou – Wuzhen – Shanghai

Travel to the ancient canal town of Wuzhen
and enjoy a leisurely stroll to absorb the
atmosphere of this centuries-old Chinese
town. Home to an intricate system of
canals, old wooden waterside houses, arch
stone bridges, narrow cobblestone streets
and an abundance of local handicrafts,
Wuzhen is renowned for its old-world
charm and picturesque setting. Return to
Shanghai and enjoy a cruise on the panoramic
Huangpu River.

Day 8: Shanghai – Guilin

Visit the modern Pudong area with its 21st
century buildings and then ﬂy to the beautiful
city of Guilin.

Temple of Heaven, Beijing
Days 9-10: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit Mt Diecai. We also see an
evening display of traditional cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 11: Guilin – Chengdu

Visit the colorful stalagmites and stalactites of
Reed Flute Caves before ﬂying to Chengdu, the
capital of Sichuan Province. The area is
renowned for its lush landscapes and cuisine.
Enjoy a delicious Sichuan meal in the evening.

Day 12: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Travel to Leshan to visit the Grand Buddha, the
world’s largest stone-carved Buddhist statue.
We take a short boat trip to view the statue
from the river. Return to Chengdu, visiting the
old town of Huanglongxi en-route. Enjoy a
delicious Sichuan meal in the evening.

Day 13: Chengdu – Xian

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat and enjoy a city tour of Chengdu before
boarding the overnight train to Xian, the
former ancient capital.

Days 14-15: Xian

Arrive in Xian and visit the Little Wild Goose
Pagoda. In the evening, enjoy a traditional Shui

■
■

Jiao dumpling meal followed by a
performance of Tang Dynasty dancing. The
next day, visit one of the most important
archaeological discoveries of the 20th century
– the Terracotta Warriors and walk along
the Ancient City Wall.

Day 16: Xian – Beijing

Visit the renowned Shaanxi Museum which is
home to thousands of priceless relics. We also
stroll through the lively Muslim Quarter to
explore the Islamic food markets before
boarding the overnight train to Beijing, China's
capital city.

Day 17: Beijing

Arrive in Beijing and visit the unique Temple
of Heaven.

Day 18: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall and enjoy a
fascinating Chinese Acrobatic show in
the evening.

Day 19: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City. We also tour the exquisite Summer
Palace. Our evening meal includes the
local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 20: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the
same day or the following morning
depending on ﬂight schedules.

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 20: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 21: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 22: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 23: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

China Delights

20 days from $3,790pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents
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Depart US
11 Feb 2012
18 Feb
10 Mar
17 Mar
07 Apr
21 Apr
12 May
19 May
26 May
09 Jun
14 Jul
11 Aug
18 Aug
01 Sep
08 Sep
15 Sep
22 Sep
06 Oct
13 Oct
20 Oct
10 Nov
17 Nov

China Highlights
Mr & Mrs Gorton, October 2010

Discover eight ancient cities on our best value tour of China
Day 4: Shanghai – Suzhou

27 days from $4,290pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
Our best value tour to China
explores the famous sights
of this fascinating land
as well as many of its hidden
treasures. See historic cities,
fabulous landscapes and
the famous panda reserve
in Chengdu. Also discover
the ancient Buddhist sites
at Leshan and Dazu as well
as the beautiful cities of
Suzhou and Hangzhou.

BEIJING (4N)
Overnight
Train (1N)

Xian (2N)

Overnight
Train (1N)

Inbound

Suzhou (1N) (1N)
SHANGHAI (4N)

Chengdu
(3N)
Leshan Dazu
(1N)

Hangzhou
(2N)

Chongqing
(1N)
Guilin (2N)

Kunming (2N)

Yangshuo (1N)

Air
Road
Boat
Rail

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai
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Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’. In
the evening enjoy traditional Shanghai cuisine.

Day 3: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. We also
explore the restored Xintiandi area with its
unique 1920’s style shikumen buildings.

Days 12-13: Guilin – Kunming

Travel to the charming city of Suzhou, also known
as the ‘Venice of the East’. Visit two of the ﬁnest
oriental gardens: the Humble Administrator’s
Garden and the Master of the Nets Garden,
a local silk mill still in operation today and
enjoy a cruise on the ancient Grand Canal.

Visit the colorful stalagmites and stalactites of
Reed Flute Caves. Fly to Kunming, also known
as the ‘City of Eternal Spring’ and sample the
famous Across the Bridge Noodles. The next
day, explore the picturesque Stone Forest.

Days 5-6: Suzhou – Hangzhou

Visit the Western Hills and Dianchi Lake before
ﬂying to Chongqing.

Travel to beautiful Hangzhou, one of China’s
former imperial capitals. Explore the local
markets and experience an oriental
tea-tasting. The next day, visit the Temple
of Inspired Seclusion, Six Harmonies Pagoda
and enjoy a relaxing cruise on West Lake.

Day 7: Hangzhou – Wuzhen – Shanghai

Visit the ancient canal town of Wuzhen
en-route to Shanghai.

Days 8-9: Shanghai – Guilin

Walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture and shop along Nanjing Road. In
the evening, enjoy a cruise on the panoramic
Huangpu River. The next day, visit the modern
Pudong area before ﬂying to the beautiful city
of Guilin.

Days 10-11: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo
and enjoy the breathtaking landscape of
beautiful limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes
and picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit Mt Diecai. We also see an
evening display of traditional cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 14: Kunming – Chongqing

Days 15-16: Chongqing – Dazu – Chengdu

Visit Erlin Park, the People’s Hall and the
General Stilwell Museum. We travel to the
small town of Dazu to see the most fascinating
rock carvings in the world – the UNESCO world
heritage listed Beishan Frescoes. The next day,
visit the magniﬁcent Baodin Stone Carvings
before traveling to Chengdu, the capital of
Sichuan Province.

Day 17: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Travel to Leshan to visit the Grand Buddha, the
world’s largest stone-carved Buddhist statue.
We take a short boat trip to view the statue
from the river. Return to Chengdu, visiting the
old town of Huanglongxi en-route. Enjoy a
delicious Sichuan meal in the evening.

Days 18-19: Chengdu – Xian

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals. The next day, enjoy a city
tour of Chengdu before boarding the overnight train to Xian, the former ancient capital.

Price
$4,290
$4,990
$5,490

$5,990
$5,690

$5,490
$4,490
$4,290

Tour departs Saturday and returns Thursday

”

Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

Great Wall of China

Days 20-21: Xian

Arrive in Xian and visit the Little Wild Goose
Pagoda. In the evening, enjoy a traditional Shui
Jiao dumpling meal followed by a performance
of Tang Dynasty dancing. The next day, visit one
of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the Terracotta
Warriors and walk along the Ancient City Wall.

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $3,190 (Shanghai – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $860 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$95 (see page 10)
Medium Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Day 22: Xian – Beijing

Visit the renowned Shaanxi Museum which is
home to thousands of priceless relics. We also
stroll through the lively Muslim Quarter to
explore the Islamic food markets before
boarding the overnight train to Beijing, China's
capital city.

Days 23-24: Beijing

Arrive in Beijing and sightseeing today
includes a stroll through Tiananmen Square,
past Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the
treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden City. The next day,
walk on the Great Wall and visit the unique
Temple of Heaven.

Days 25-26: Beijing

Tour the exquisite Summer Palace and enjoy
a fascinating Chinese Acrobatic show in the
evening. The next day, visit Lama Temple
and indulge in some shopping at the
bustling markets. Our evening meal includes
the local delicacy, Peking Duck.

Day 27: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬁght schedules.

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 27: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 28: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 29: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 30: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

China Highlights

“

We thoroughly enjoyed our tour of China. The
itinerary was exceedingly good and the hotels
met all our requirements in a very satisfactory
way. Our National Escort looked after us very
well and she is clearly an asset to your company.

Arrive US
08 Mar 2012
15 Mar
05 Apr
12 Apr
03 May
17 May
07 Jun
14 Jun
21 Jun
05 Jul
09 Aug
06 Sep
13 Sep
27 Sep
04 Oct
11 Oct
18 Oct
01 Nov
08 Nov
15 Nov
06 Dec
13 Dec

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices
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Grand Tour
of China

“

2012 Departures
07 Mar - 02 Apr
14 Mar - 09 Apr
21 Mar - 16 Apr
4 Apr - 30 Apr
18 Apr - 14 May
02 May - 28 May
16 May - 11 Jun
30 May - 25 Jun
13 Jun - 09 Jul
08 Aug - 03 Sep
22 Aug - 17 Sep
05 Sep - 01 Oct
12 Sep - 08 Oct
19 Sep - 15 Oct
26 Sep - 22 Oct
03 Oct - 29 Oct
17 Oct - 12 Nov
31 Oct - 26 Nov
07 Nov - 03 Dec
14 Nov - 10 Dec

I have recently returned from the 'Grand Tour of
China', fulﬁlling a lifelong dream. I shall never forget
climbing he Great Wall, seeing the Terracotta Warriors,
relaxing on the Yangtze and Li Rivers. Guilin and Dali
were a delight, as was everything else.
Ms Doyle, April 2011

”

11 Apr - 07 May
25 Apr - 21 May
09 May - 04 Jun
23 May - 18 Jun

Price
$4,990
$5,290
$5,490
$5,790

11 Jul - 06 Aug

$6,290

29 Aug - 24 Sep
08 Sep - 04 Oct*
15 Sep - 11 Oct*
22 Sep - 18 Oct*

$5,990

10 Oct - 05 Nov

$5,790

Classic Tour

Departure Dates & Prices

$5,490
$5,290

Tour departs Wednesday and returns Monday
*Tour departs Saturday and returns Thursday
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

Inbound (1N)

27 days from $4,990pp
Fully Inclusive from the US
To get the most from your
visit to China, look no
further than the Grand Tour.
This comprehensive itinerary
includes all the main sights
as well as allowing some
time for relaxation. After
visiting the Great Wall and
the Terracotta Warriors,
enjoy a four night cruise on
the Yangtze River and relax
in delightful Dali.

BEIJING (4N)
Overnight
Train (1N)
Xian (2N)

(
SHANGHAI
Suzhou (1N) (3N)
Hangzhou
(2N)

Yangtze River Cruise (4N)
Chongqing

Wuhan

Guilin
(2N)

Dali (2N)
Kunming (3N)

Yangshuo (1N)

Air
Road
Boat
Rail

Days 1-2: US – Beijing
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Fly overnight to Beijing, China’s capital city. Our
evening meal includes the local delicacy,
Peking Duck.

Days 3-4: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City. The next day, walk on the Great Wall and
visit the unique Temple of Heaven.

Days 5-6: Beijing – Xian

Terracotta Warriors, Xian
Days 13-14: Chongqing – Kunming

Day 22: Shanghai

Indulge in some shopping at the bustling
markets, tour the exquisite Summer Palace
and enjoy a fascinating Chinese Acrobatic
show in the evening. The next day, walk along
Liulichang’s ancient shop fronts before
boarding the overnight train to Xian, the
former ancient capital.

Disembark from the cruise vessel and visit the
Panda House at Chongqing Zoo. Fly to
Kunming, also known as the ‘City of Eternal
Spring’ and sample the famous Across the
Bridge Noodles. The next day, explore the
picturesque Stone Forest.

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. We also
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture and in the evening enjoy
traditional Shanghai cuisine.

Days 7-8: Xian

Days 15-16: Kunming – Dali

Travel to the enchanting town of Dali. The next
day, enjoy a cruise on Erhai Lake, participate in
a traditional tea tasting, visit the Three
Pagodas and explore Dali’s Ancient Quarter.

Day 23: Shanghai – Suzhou

Arrive in Xian in the morning. Visit the Little
Wild Goose Pagoda and the renowned Shaanxi
Museum which is home to thousands of
priceless relics. We also stroll through the lively
Muslim Quarter to explore the Islamic food
markets. In the evening, enjoy a traditional
Shui Jiao dumpling meal followed by a
performance of Tang Dynasty dancing. The
next day, visit one of the most important
archaeological discoveries of the 20th century
– the Terracotta Warriors and walk along the
Ancient City Wall.

Day 9: Xian – Yangtze River Cruise

Fly to Wuhan and transfer to Yichang to board
the Yangtze River Cruise vessel.

Days 10-12: Yangtze River Cruise

Tour the Three Gorges Dam before cruising
upstream through some of the most dramatic
scenery in the world. Over the next three days,
take a side-trip to the striking Shennong
Stream in a pea-pod boat or visit the Lesser
Three Gorges and enjoy various shore
excursions along the way.

Day 17: Dali – Kunming

Visit Xizhou Village to explore the bustling local
market and the Yen Family House, an ancient
courtyard home, before returning to Kunming.

Day 18: Kunming – Guilin

Visit the ﬂower market before ﬂying to the
beautiful city of Guilin.

Days 19-20: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and visit Mt Diecai. We also see an
evening display of traditional cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 21: Guilin – Shanghai

Visit the colorful stalagmites and stalactites
of Reed Flute Caves. Fly to the cosmopolitan
city of Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of
the East’.

Travel to the charming city of Suzhou, also
known as the ‘Venice of the East’. Visit two of
the ﬁnest oriental gardens: the Humble
Administrator’s Garden and the Master of the
Nets Garden, a local silk mill still in operation
today and enjoy a cruise on the ancient
Grand Canal.

Days 24-25: Suzhou – Hangzhou

Travel to beautiful Hangzhou, one of China’s
former imperial capitals. Explore the local
markets and experience an oriental teatasting. The next day, visit the Temple of
Inspired Seclusion, Six Harmonies Pagoda
and enjoy a relaxing cruise on West Lake.

Day 26: Hangzhou – Shanghai

Return to Shanghai. Explore the restored
Xintiandi area with its unique 1920’s style
shikumen buildings. In the evening, enjoy a
cruise on the panoramic Huangpu River.

Day 27: Shanghai – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $3,890 (Beijing – Shanghai)
Single room supplement from $1,290 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$95 (see page 10)
Medium Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 27: Shanghai – Hong
Kong
Fly from Shanghai to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 28: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 29: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 30: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Grand Tour of China

Explore China’s fascinating history, culture and beauty on one tour

•
•
•
•
•
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Depart US
27 Apr 2012
11 May
31 Aug
14 Sep
28 Sep

Considering we were traveling in very
remote parts of China, both meals and
accommodations exceeded our
expectations, as did the scenery. Thank you
for a memorable and wonderful experience.
Mr & Mrs Joseph, September 2009

Arrive US
23 May 2012
06 Jun
26 Sep
10 Oct
24 Oct

Price
$5,490
$5,690

Tour departs Friday and returns Wednesday
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

”

•
•
•
•
•

Adventure Tour

Silk Road
Explorer

“

Departure Dates & Prices

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $4,290 (Beijing – Beijing)
Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$95 (see page 10)
Active Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Embark on a journey of discovery along the historic Silk Road

Follow in the footsteps of
Marco Polo to discover the
history of the Silk Road, a
centuries-old route strongly
inﬂuenced by Muslim and
Buddhist beliefs. Visit ancient
forts and desert oases, walk
on the far western end of the
Great Wall and experience
the famous bustling Sunday
Market in Kashgar.
This tour reaches a maximum altitude
of 10,200ft at Xiahe.
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Days 5-6: Xian

Urumqi (2N)
Turpan (2N)
Kuqa
Overnight Train (1N)
(1N)
Kurla Dunhuang (2N)
BEIJING (3N)
Aksu (1N)
Jiayuguan (1N)
(1N)
Overnight
Inbound
Kashgar Overnight Train
Train (1N)
(1N)
(1N)
(2N)
Xian (2N)
Lanzhou (2N)
Overnight
Xiahe (2N) Train (1N)

Arrive in Xian and visit the Little Wild Goose
Pagoda. In the evening, enjoy a traditional Shui
Jiao dumpling meal followed by a performance
of Tang Dynasty dancing. The next day, visit
one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors and walk along the
Ancient City Wall.

Day 7: Xian – Lanzhou

Air
Road
Rail

Days 1-2: US – Beijing

Fly overnight to Beijing, China's capital city. Our
evening meal includes the local delicacy,
Peking Duck.

Day 3: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall, visit the unique
Temple of Heaven and enjoy a fascinating
Chinese Acrobatic show.

Day 4: Beijing – Xian

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden
City. We also tour the exquisite Summer Palace
before boarding the overnight train to Xian,
the former ancient capital.

Camels on the Silk Road
Days 12-13: Xiahe – Lanzhou – Jiayuguan

Visit the Kyzil Thousand Buddha Caves before
traveling to Aksu. The next day, arrive in
Kashgar, an ancient market town and once the
ﬂourishing center of the Silk Road.

Day 14: Jiayuguan – Dunhuang

Days 23-24: Kashgar

Travel to Dunhuang, which is located at the
edge of the Taklamakan Desert.

Days 15-16: Dunhuang – Turpan

Visit the renowned Shaanxi Museum which is
home to thousands of priceless relics. We also
stroll through the lively Muslim Quarter to
explore the Islamic food markets before
boarding the overnight train to Lanzhou.

Visit the world famous Buddhist murals and
sculptures of the Mogao Grottoes. The next
day, tour Crescent Moon Spring and see the
spectacular Singing Sand Dunes. Later, board
the overnight train to Turpan.

Days 8-9: Lanzhou

Days 17-18: Turpan

Arrive in Lanzhou and stroll through the park
by the Yellow River, visit the Baita (White)
Temple and sample the local hand-stretched
noodles. The next day, transfer by speedboat
on picturesque Lioujiaxia Lake to visit the
renowned Bingling Caves.

Visit the ancient ruined city of Jiaohe and
admire the Flaming Mountains. The next day,
see the Emin Minaret, visit local homes at
Grape Valley and the 2,000 year old Kerez
Irrigation Canals.

Days 10-11: Lanzhou – Xiahe

Over the next four days, we travel along the
original Silk Route through the Xinjiang
Region, viewing ruins and sights largely
unvisited by other tourists. We travel to Kurla
and visit the ruins of the Iron Fortress. The
next day, tour the ruins of Subashi, before
continuing to Kuqa to visit the remains of the
old City Wall.

Travel through the scenic Jishi Mountain Pass
to Xiahe, which is set in a beautiful valley
known as ‘Little Tibet’. The next day, visit the
mystical Labrang Monastery of the Gelugpa
sect, which is home to over 1,200 monks and
tour the rolling pastures of Sangke Grasslands
where wild ﬂowers ﬂourish.

Days 21-22: Kuqa – Aksu – Kashgar

Return to Lanzhou and board the overnight
train to Jiayuguan. The next day, visit Jiayu
Fortress and walk along the western end of the
Great Wall.

Days 19-20: Turpan – Kurla – Kuqa

Visit Abakh Hoja Tomb, Id Kah Mosque and
Id Kah Square. The next day, explore the
world’s largest Sunday Bazaar and visit a
livestock market, where large crowds of
people with their animals gather to haggle
and trade. Later, fly to Urumqi.

Day 25: Heavenly Lake day tour

Travel to Tian Chi (Heavenly Lake) and enjoy
the breathtaking views of the crystal clear
lake at the top of a mountain range. In the
evening, enjoy a traditional meal of Uyghur
Lamb Skewers.

Day 26: Urumqi – Beijing

Visit the Xinjiang Autonomous Region
Museum, home to 1,000 year-old mummies.
Later, ﬂy back to Beijing.

Day 27: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
flight schedules.

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 27: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 28: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 29: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 30: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Silk Road Explorer

27 days from $5,490pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents
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Depart US
27 May 2012
02 Sep
23 Sep

Dreams of ature

Tour departs Sunday and returns Wednesday

“

I have just returned from your
Dreams of Nature tour which
was a wonderful experience.
The accommodations exceeded
our expectations and the local
guides added their own ﬂair and
style to a given area. The success
was due to our National Guide
whom we cannot praise highly
enough. It was impressive to see
someone so young do such a
competent and professional job.

Explore some of China's most picturesque natural wonders

This tour reaches a maximum altitude
of 11,500ft at Huanglong Temple.
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Explore the restored Xintiandi area with its
unique 1920’s style shikumen buildings before
boarding the overnight train to Tunxi.
Nine Villages
Valley (2N)

Chengdu
(4N)

Inbound
(1N)
SHANGHAI (2N)
Overnight Train (1N)
Mt Huang (2N)

Zhengyuan (2N)
Guiyang
(2N)

Hangzhou

Zhangjiajie
(3N)
Changsha (2N)
Guilin (2N)
Yangshuo (1N)

Air
Road
Boat
Rail

Day 5: Tunxi – Mt Huang

Arrive in Tunxi and take a cable car to the
summit of Mt Huang and enjoy the spectacular
views of the oddly shaped peaks, rock
formations, thousand year old pine trees and
mysterious ever-changing mist, all of which
have inspired local artists for centuries.

Day 6: Mt Huang – Tunxi

Take the cable car down to the base of the
mountain and explore the ancient town of
Tunxi, located at the foot of the mountain.

Day 7: Tunxi – Changsha

Travel to Hangzhou and then ﬂy to Changsha,
capital of Hunan Province.

Day 8: Changsha – Zhangjiajie

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East’.

Enjoy the morning at leisure, before traveling
to Zhangjiajie. It is this region that inspired the
landscapes in the movie Avatar.

Day 3: Shanghai

Days 9-10: Zhangjiajie

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town as well
as a visit to the Shanghai Museum. We also
walk along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture and visit the modern Pudong
area. In the evening, enjoy a cruise on the
panoramic Huangpu River.

Over the next two days, embark on a
photographer’s dream journey. Enjoy the
breathtaking scenery exploring the UNESCO
world heritage listed Zhangjiajie area, which
oﬀers a mix of spectacular limestone
formations, sub-tropical forests, waterfalls,
mountain ranges and majestic valleys.

•
•
•
•
•

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $4,090 (Shanghai – Chengdu)
Single room supplement from $860 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$95 (see page 10)
Active Paced Tour

Fully Inclusive price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

”

Huanglong
Day 11: Zhangjiajie – Changsha

Days 20-21: Nine Villages Valley

Take a scenic train ride to the town of
Zhengyuan and visit the Green Dragon Cave,
the pinnacle of Taoist Temples.

Fly to the breathtaking Nine Villages Valley
(Jiuzhaigou National Park), a botanical gallery
that is heavily forested and home to many
protected species. Entering the valley is like
being transported into a diﬀerent world as it
presents a seemingly never-ending display of
stunning natural scenery where crystal clear
lakes gather at the foot of every waterfall and
rich dense forests are dotted with colorful
ﬂowers. We stay in the area for two nights.

Days 14-15: Zhengyuan – Guiyang

Day 22: Huanglong – Chengdu

Return to Changsha.

Day 12: Changsha – Guiyang

Fly to Guiyang and enjoy a tour of this
fascinating city, the home of many colorful
ethnic minority groups.

Day 13: Guiyang – Zhengyuan

Explore the Tiexi area, stroll along the Ancient
Walkway and visit the Ancient Well. We also
visit the residence of the Fu Family, built over
300 years ago. The next day, enjoy a cruise on
the Wuyang River before returning to Guiyang
by train.

Day 16: Guiyang – Guilin

Visit Huangguoshu Falls, before ﬂying to the
beautiful city of Guilin.

Days 17-18: Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin

Cruise the stunning Li River to Yangshuo and
enjoy the breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. The next day, return to
Guilin and see an evening display of traditional
cormorant ﬁshing.

Day 19: Guilin – Chengdu

Visit the colorful Reed Flute Caves and Mt
Diecai. Later, ﬂy to Chengdu.

Travel to the UNESCO world heritage site of
Huanglong, which is renowned for its
hundreds of sparkling mineral pools where
beautiful striking colors intertwine and the
waters cascade down the mountainside. We
have the option to take a cable car to visit
Huanglong Temple at the head of the valley.
Later, we ﬂy back to Chengdu.

Days 23-24: Chengdu

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat and visit the Sanxingdui Museum.
The next day, visit the Dujiangyan Irrigation
Project built in 256BC and enjoy a delicious
Sichuan meal in the evening.

Day 25: Chengdu – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day
or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules.

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 25: Chengdu – Hong
Kong
Fly from Chengdu to Ho
ng Kong and
transfer to your hotel.
Day 26: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 27: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 28: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Dreams of Nature

Discover the most beautiful
sights of China on a tour
dedicated to nature. From the
swirling mists of Mt Huang
and the dramatic pinnacles of
Zhangjiajie to the impressive
Huangguoshu Falls and the
spectacular Li River. Complete
your tour with a visit to the
beautiful alpine scenery
of Nine Villages Valley.

Day 4: Shanghai – Tunxi

Price
$5,290
$5,490

Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

Mrs Rampley, May 2011

25 days from $5,290pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

Arrive US
20 Jun 2012
26 Sep
17 Oct

Adventure Tour

Departure Dates & Prices
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Depart US
26 Apr 2012
20 Sep

Arrive US
17 May 2012
11 Oct

Price
$6,790
$6,990

Tour departs Thursday and returns Thursday
Prices are fully inclusive from the US (see page 14)
Based on Los Angeles departures
Many other US departure points available

Himalayan
Adventure

“

•
•
•
•
•
Combine Chengdu in China with
mystical Tibet and Kathmandu
in Nepal. This is an incredible
tour which journeys across one
of the world’s highest roads
and through an undeveloped
part of the world.
Wendy Wu, March 2011

(

Combine China, Tibet and Nepal on this highly adventurous tour

This tour spends 7 days above 10,000ft
with a maximum altitude of 17,000ft.
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Outbound
(1N)
Kathmandu Zhangmu (1N)
(5N)
Old Tingri (1N)
Shegar (1N)
Pokhara
(1N)
Chitwan
Na6onal Park (3N)

Day 6: Lhasa

Shigatse (1N)

NEPAL
Daman (1N)

Lhasa (3N)

Gyantse
Mt Everest

Inbound (1N)
Chengdu (2N)

Air
Road

Days 1-2: US – Chengdu

Fly overnight to Chengdu, the capital of
Sichuan Province. The area is renowned for its
lush landscapes. Enjoy a delicious Sichuan
meal in the evening.

Day 3: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat. Later, travel to Leshan to visit the
remarkable Grand Buddha, the world’s largest
stone-carved Buddhist statue. We take a short
boat trip to view the statue from the river. The
carving of the Buddha into the side of the
Mountain began in 713AD and was completed
in 803AD. Later, return to Chengdu.

Days 4-5: Chengdu – Lhasa

Fly to Lhasa. The next day, stroll around the
Barkhor circuit where traditional dress,
market stalls selling religious trinkets and the

Explore the ‘crown jewel’ of Tibet – the Potala
Palace. The palace is an architectural wonder
that towers over the city with thousands of
rooms ﬁlled with treasures such as intricate
shrines and beautiful frescoes. We also visit
the Sera Monastery, which has about 600
monks in residence.

Day 7: Lhasa – Gyantse – Shigatse

Travel to the smaller town of Gyantse and visit
the famous Gyantse Kumbum, the largest
shrine in Tibet. Continue to Shigatse, the
second largest city in Tibet.

Day 8: Shigatse – Shegar

Visit the Tashilhunpo Monastery, the traditional
residence of the Panchen Lama. Continue to
Shegar passing small Tibetan villages and ruins
of ancient Dzongs along the way.

Day 9: Shegar – Mt Everest – Old Tingri

We start our journey to the roof of the world
to see the magniﬁcent Everest region. Crossing
the Gue La, we enjoy the breathtaking and
panoramic views of the eastern Himalaya as
we continue our drive to Pasum. We visit the
monastic village of Rongbuk before arriving at
one of the greatest and unforgettable
highlights of this tour – Mount Everest Base

■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations
All meals
Touring with guides and entrance fees
Visa fees for US residents

”

Durbar Square, Nepal
Camp. You will have the opportunity to gaze at
the stunning north face of the world’s tallest
peak, take plenty of photos at the base camp
marker, mingle with climbers making an
attempt to the summit, send a postcard from
the world’s highest post-box, or take a walk to
view the Rhongpu Glacier. Later, return to Old
Tingri and stay overnight.

of Changu Narayan, which is the oldest temple
in the valley dedicated to Lord Vishnu. Return
to Kathmandu.

Day 10: Old Tingri – Zhangmu

Travel to Chitwan National Park, the third
biggest attraction in Nepal and one of the last
refuges to the one-horned rhinos.

Drive via Nyalam to Zhangmu.

Day 11: Zhangmu – Kathmandu

Continue to Kathmandu, crossing the
Friendship Bridge. The transition from the
high, dry and wild Tibetan plateau to Nepal’s
green hills is breathtaking.

Day 12: Patan day tour

Travel to the second largest city in Nepal,
Patan, which is located on the southern bank
of Bagmati River. Visit the world heritage
listed Royal Palace and Durbar Square. Also
explore two of the most significant sites in
Nepal – the Swayambhunath Stupa located
on top of a hill, which is often referred to as
the ‘monkey temple’ and the Boudhanath
Stupa, which is the longest Stupa in Nepal.
Return to Kathmandu.

Day 13: Bhaktapur day tour

Travel to the 9th century town of Bhaktapur, a
treasure trove of medieval art and
architecture. Visit the Golden Gate and the
Palace of 55 Windows. We also visit the temple

Day 14: Kathmandu – Pokhara

Explore the small town of Pokhara and enjoy
the mountain peak views of Machhaphuchhare
or ‘Fish Tail’, the Annapurna and Phewa Lake.

Day 15: Chitwan National Park

Days 16-17: Chitwan National Park

Over the next two days, we will enjoy a
comprehensive programme of activities,
including elephant bathing, safaris, jungle
walks and bird watching.

Day 18: Daman

Travel to the small village of Daman and visit
the local monastery.

Day 19: Daman – Kathmandu
Return to Kathmandu.

Day 20: Dhulikhel day tour

Visit Durbar Square, Kumari Temple and
Thamen. After lunch, travel to Dhulikhel,
visiting the small village of Thimi en-route.
In Dhulikhel, explore the Newari houses and
the local market. Return to Kathmandu.

Days 21-22: Kathmandu – US

Fly overnight to the US, arriving home the
following day.

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Days 21-22: Kathmandu –
Hong Kong
Fly overnight from Kat
hmandu to
Hong Kong arriving in
the morning.
Transfer to your hotel,
where early
check-in will be at the
discretion of
the hotel management.
Day 23: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island
tour visiting
Victoria Peak, Stanley
Market and
Aberdeen Fishing Vil
lage. The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)
Day 24: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further
explore Hong Kong. (B)
Day 25: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same
day or the following mo
rning. (B)

From $390pp

Land only. The ﬂight from
Nepal to Hong
Kong may be included in
the cost of the
international ticket depend
ing on airline.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

NEW

This is an exciting tour to
bring out the adventurer
in you. The tour begins in
Sichuan Province visiting
Chengdu and Leshan in
China, before exploring the
mystical land of Tibet. Then
journey to the spectacular
Mt Everest Base Camp
before arriving in the
fascinating land of Nepal.

sound of chanted prayers create the
atmosphere of a medieval carnival. We also
visit the 7th century Jokhang Temple, which is
the most sacred in Tibet.

TIBET

Fully Inclusive price includes:

Himalayan Adventure

22 days from $6,790pp
Fully Inclusive from the US

Flight upgrades available on request
Land only from $5,190 (Chengdu – Kathmandu)
Single room supplement from $1,290 (see page 10)
Tipping payable locally US$138 (see page 10)
Active Paced Tour

Adventure Tour

Departure Dates & Prices
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5 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

China Express

From
$4,190
$4,590
$4,890
$4,790
$4,590
$4,190

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $890 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $5,590
Land only from $3,090 (Shanghai – Beijing)

Private Tour

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
$3,690
$3,890
$4,390
$4,090
$3,890
$3,690

Single room supplement from $590 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $4,390
Land only from $2,590 (Shanghai – Beijing)

Standard accommodations

Visit modern Shanghai, then
board the super-fast bullet
train to historic Beijing
where the Great Wall and
Forbidden City await.

Inbound
(1N)
SHANGHAI (2N)

Day 5: Beijing

Air
Rail

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
al
■ Personal and individu
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

Visit the Shanghai Museum, which houses over
120,000 pieces of bronze, coins, jade, ceramics,
paintings and calligraphy. Also visit the Jade
Buddha Temple. Constructed in 1882, it is one
of the most important religious sites in the city.
In the afternoon board the bullet train to
Beijing. Traveling at a maximum speed of nearly
200 miles per hour, you will complete the 800
mile journey in less than ﬁve hours. (B, L)

Days 1-2: US – Shanghai

Fly overnight to the cosmopolitan city of
Shanghai, also known as the ‘Paris of the East'.

Day 3: Shanghai

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through the
traditional Yu Gardens and the Old Town as
well along the famous Bund with its colonial
architecture. Visit bustling Nanjing Road, the
‘Fifth Avenue’ of Shanghai and then ride to the
top of the Jin Mao tower for stunning views
across the city. In the evening, enjoy a dinner
of Shanghai cuisine before taking a cruise on
the panoramic Huangpu River, where the
historic Bund and the futuristic Pudong come
face-to-face. (B, L, D)

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden City.
This is the largest and best preserved collection
of ancient buildings in China from the Ming and
Qing Dynasties and houses over 8,000 rooms.
Also visit the unique Temple of Heaven. (B, L)

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Shanghai – Beijing Bullet Train
The Shanghai – Beijing High Speed Railway
opened in June 2011, providing a vital
connection between China’s two main cities.
The maximum speed is nearly 200 miles an
hour and the fastest journey time between the
two cities is now under ﬁve hours to complete
the distance of 820 miles.

Five Star Private Tour
■ Four Seasons Hotel, Shanghai
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing

The railway is a huge construction project
costing around $32 billion. Much of the line is
raised on pillars, with one continuous elevated
section of over 100 miles being the longest
bridge in the world.

Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Price includes:

Four Star Private Tour
■ Holiday Inn Downtown, Shanghai
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing

■

Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

■

■
■
■

■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 7: Beijing – Hong Ko
ng
Fly from Beijing to Hong
Kong and transfer
to your hotel.
Day 8: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 9: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 10: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

Day 6: Beijing

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000 years
of historical signiﬁcance while admiring the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China's most
iconic attraction, which stretches over 4,000
miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the east
coast to the Gobi Desert in the west. Also tour
the exquisite Summer Palace. In the evening
enjoy the local delicacy, Peking Duck, followed
by a fascinating Chinese Acrobatic show. (B, L, D)

Day 7: Beijing – US

Fly to the US, arriving home the same day or
the following morning depending on ﬂight
schedules. (B)

Single room supplement from $420 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $4,090
Land only from $2,390 (Shanghai – Beijing)

From $390pp

Bullet Train
Shizhao

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

NEW

Day 4: Shanghai – Beijing

BEIJING
(3N)

7 days from $3,490pp
Including ﬂights from the US

Pudong, Shanghai

From
$3,490
$3,690
$4,190
$3,890
$3,690
$3,490

China Express

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec
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5 star accommodations

In Pursuit
of Pandas

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
$4,790
$5,190
$5,490
$5,390
$5,190
$4,790

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $990 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $6,390
Land only from $3,690 (Beijing – Chengdu)

4 star accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Private Tour

From
$4,390
$4,590
$5,090
$4,790
$4,590
$4,390

Single room supplement from $650 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $5,490
Land only from $3,290 (Beijing – Chengdu)

Standard accommodations

9 days from $4,190pp
Including ﬂights from the US
See the greatest sights
of China: The Great Wall,
Forbidden City, Terracotta
Warriors and the
magniﬁcent pandas.

Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
Personal and individual
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

■

BEIJING (3N)

Inbound
(1N)

City, which has the largest and best preserved
collection of ancient buildings in China. Also
tour the exquisite Summer Palace. (B, L)

Day 5: Xian

Xian (2N)

Fly to the former ancient capital of Xian. In the
evening enjoy a Shui Jiao dumpling meal
followed by a performance of Tang Dynasty
dancing. (B, D)

Chengdu
(2N)
Leshan

Day 6: Xian

Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors and walk along the Ancient
City Wall. (B, L)
Air
Car

Days 1-2: US – Beijing

Fly overnight to Beijing, China’s capital city.

Featured Accommodations

The Grand Buddha
While a visit to Chengdu is not complete
without a visit to the pandas, do not miss
another remarkable sight of the region: The
Grand Buddha at Leshan. At 71 meters tall, the
sculpture is the largest stone-carved Buddha in
the world.

Five Star Private Tour
■ InterContinental Financial Street, Beijing
■ Soﬁtel Renmin Square, Xian
■ Lido Sheraton Hotel, Chengdu

The Buddha is carved from a cliﬀ-face at the
conﬂuence of the Minjiang, Dadu and Qingyi
rivers with construction being completed in
803AD. To get the most impressive view of the
Buddha you’ll take a short boat ride to view it
from the water.

Fly to Chengdu. (B)

Day 8: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000
years of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China's
most iconic attraction, which stretches 3,000
miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the east
coast to the Gobi Desert in the west. Also visit
the unique Temple of Heaven. In the evening
sample the local delicacy, Peking Duck. (B, L, D)

Day 4: Beijing

Day 9: Chengdu – US

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
Tiananmen Square, past Chairman Mao’s
Mausoleum to the treasure-ﬁlled Forbidden

Magic Moment

Day 7: Chengdu

Visit the famous Panda Reserve to see these
adorable animals being reared in wooded
surroundings reminiscent of their natural
habitat. Later, travel to Leshan to visit the
remarkable Grand Buddha, the world’s largest
stone-carved Buddhist statue. Take a short
boat trip to view the statue from the river. The
carving of the Buddha into the side of Lingyun
Mountain began in 713AD and was completed
in 803AD. Later, return to Chengdu. (B, L)

Day 3: Beijing

Giant Panda, Chengdu

Fly to the US, arriving home later the same
day or the following morning depending on
ﬂight schedules. (B)

Four Star Private Tour
■ Novotel Xinqiao, Beijing
■ Mercure on Renmin Square, Xian
■ Yinhe Dynasty Hotel, Chengdu
Standard Accommodations are selected
from our range of Group Tour hotels.

From
$4,190
$4,390
$4,890
$4,590
$4,390
$4,190

Single room supplement from $520 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $5,090
Land only from $3,090 (Beijing – Chengdu)
Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

Price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Hong Kong Extension (se
e page 63)
Day 9: Chengdu – Hong
Kong
Fly from Chengdu to Hong
Kong and transfer
to your hotel.
Day 10: Hong Kong
Enjoy a half day island tou
r visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market and
Aberdeen Fishing
Village. The afternoon is
at leisure. (B)
Day 11: Hong Kong
Enjoy the day at leisure
to further explore
Hong Kong. (B)
Day 12: Hong Kong – US
Fly to the US, arriving ho
me the same day
or the following morning.
(B)

From $390pp

Grand Buddha, Leshan

Land only. The ﬂight from
China to Hong Kong
may be included in the cos
t of the international
ticket depending on airline
.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

In Pursuit of Pandas

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 31 Mar 2012
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec
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Tibetan Trails

Superior accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 29 Feb 2012
01 Mar - 31 Mar
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

Private Tour

From
$6,490
Request
$6,690
$7,190
$6,890
$6,690
$6,490

Private Tour

Tour Prices and Terms

Single room supplement from $820 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $7,990
Land only from $5,390 (Chengdu – Chengdu)

Standard accommodations
Depart US
01 Jan 2012 - 29 Feb 2012
01 Mar - 31 Mar
01 Apr - 31 May
01 Jun - 15 Aug
16 Aug - 30 Sep
01 Oct - 31 Oct
01 Nov - 09 Dec

From
$5,990
Request
$6,190
$6,690
$6,390
$6,190
$5,990

Single room supplement from $520 (see page 10)
Sole passenger price from $7,190
Land only from $4,890 (Chengdu - Chengdu)

Everest Base Camp Option
Basic guesthouse accommodations from $700
Single room supplement from $60
Sole passenger price from $1,200

11 days from $5,990pp
Including ﬂights from the US
Visit Chengdu to see the
magniﬁcent pandas and
the Grand Buddha before
exploring mystical Tibet
with its palaces, monasteries
and temples. And take the
opportunity to experience
Mt. Everest Base Camp.
Beneﬁts of a Private Tour
al
■ Personal and individu
■ Private tour guides
ﬀeur
■ Private car and chau
es
■ Accommodation choic
g
■ Flexibility while tourin
■ Travel on any date
ce
■ Travel at your own pa
les
■ Intimate tour for coup
l
■ Great for family trave
ups
■ Perfect for private gro

Inbound (1N)
Lhasa
(4N)

Shigatse
(1N)
Gyantse
(1N)

Chengdu
(3N)

Day 6: Lhasa

Explore the ‘crown jewel’ of Tibet – the Potala
Palace. The palace is an architectural wonder that
towers over the city with thousands of rooms
ﬁlled with treasures such as intricate shrines and
beautiful frescoes. Also visit Norbulingka, the
former summer palace of the Dalai Lama. (B, L)

Leshan

Air
Car

Day 7: Lhasa – Gyantse

Days 1-2: US – Chengdu

Fly overnight to Chengdu, the capital of
Sichuan Province.
A

Day 3: Chengdu –Leshan – Chengdu

Visit the famous Panda Reserve and see these
adorable animals in wooded surroundings
reminiscent of their natural habitat. Later, travel
to Leshan to visit the remarkable Grand Buddha,
the world’s largest stone-carved Buddhist
statue. Take a short boat trip to view the statue
from the river. Return to Chengdu. (B, L)

Day 4: Chengdu – Lhasa

Fly to Lhasa. Spend the rest of the day at
leisure to allow for acclimatization. (B)

Day 5: Lhasa

medieval carnival. Also visit the 7th century
Jokhang Temple, which is the most sacred in
Tibet and the Sera Monastery, which has about
600 monks in residence. (B, L)

Sightseeing today includes a stroll around the
Barkhor circuit which has the atmosphere of a

Travel to the smaller town of Gyantse and visit
the famous Gyantse Kumbum, the largest
shrine in Tibet. (B, L)

Day 8: Gyantse – Shigatse

Travel to Shigatse, the second largest city in Tibet
and visit the Tashilhunpo Monastery, the
traditional residence of the Panchen Lama. (B, L)

Day 9: Shigatse – Lhasa

Return to Lhasa via Yandrok Lake. Visit
Drepung Monastery, the former residence of
the Dalai Lama, situated on the hills
surrounding the city. (B, L)

Day 10: Lhasa – Chengdu

Fly to Chengdu and enjoy the rest of the day
at leisure. (B)

Day 11: Chengdu – US

Fly to the US, arriving home later the same day
or the following morning. (B)

Drepung Monastery, Lhasa

Magic Moment

Featured Accommodations

Mt Everest Base Camp
To taste the adventure of this evocative place
take an optional overnight extension to visit
Mt Everest’s North Base Camp. Travel over
remote roads to Rongbuk Monastery, where
you will stay in a very basic guesthouse. At an
altitude of 18,200ft you will feel the eﬀects of
the rareﬁed atmosphere slowing your pace
and hastening your breathing.

Superior Private Tour
■ Lido Sheraton Hotel, Chengdu (5*)
■ Four Points by Sheraton, Lhasa (4*)
■ Shigatse Hotel (3*)
■ Gyantse Hotel (3*)

Take a photo at the base camp marker, mingle
with climbers making an attempt on the
summit and maybe walk to the Rhongpu
Glacier. Visiting Everest Base Camp is a
challenging journey and conditions are tough
but the rewards of experiencing this remote
place are immeasurable.

Mt Everest

Standard Private Tour
■ Yinhe Dynasty Hotel, Chengdu (4*)
■ Tibet Hotel, Lhasa (3*)
■ Shigatse Hotel (3*)
■ Gyantse Hotel (3*)
Three-star hotels are the best available
in Shigatse and Gyantse. The Everest Base
Camp option stays one night at the very basic
Rongbuk Guesthouse.

Tour departs any day subject to availability
Based on Los Angeles departures

This tour reaches an altitude of
13,000ft at Gyantse with higher
altitudes reached while traveling.
Mt. Everest Base Camp is at 18,200ft.

Price includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

International ﬂights and current taxes
Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited
Visa fees for US residents

Everest Base Camp Optio
n NEW
Day 8: Gyantse – Shigatse
– Rongbuk
Travel to Shigatse, the sec
ond largest
city in Tibet and visit the
Tashilhunpo
Monastery. Continue
to Rongbuk
where you will stay at
a very basic
guesthouse. (B, L)
Day 9: Rongbuk – Shiga
tse
Visit Mt Everest base
camp and
gaze up to the peak
at 29,028ft
(weather permitting!). Lat
er return to
Shigatse. (B, L)
Days 10-12: Shigatse – US
As days 9-11 of the main
itinerary.

From $700pp

Price when added to Tib

etan Trails.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Tibetan Trails

Your personal tour of China: individual, exclusive and ﬂexible

Black Dragon Pool, Lijiang

The Short Stays
Experience

Design a unique and memorable travel
experience by using the Short Stay packages
on the following pages. They can be used
to create your own tailor-made itinerary,
or to add a few extra days somewhere
special at the beginning or end of your
Group or Private Tour.
Build your own personal itinerary
Our Short Stay packages (pages 58-62) include a fascinating
selection of the very best that China has to oﬀer. With options
including the famous cities of Shanghai, Beijing and Xian,
the beautiful scenery of Guilin, the breathtaking Nine Villages
Valley, spectacular Tibet, Yunnan Province and the famous
Panda Reserve at Chengdu.
Our experienced travel consultants will help you put together
a combination of Short Stay packages, adding ﬂights as
required to make your very own tailor-made itinerary which
is unique to you. The Short Stay packages include sightseeing,
accommodations, guides, entrance fees and meals as stated.

Private guides & chauﬀeur
As with our ready-made Private Tours, our team of
knowledgeable Local Guides looks forward to meeting you
at each of your destinations. Your transfers and sightseeing
will be in your own private chauﬀeur-driven vehicle.

Travel in style

Beneﬁts of Short Stays
allowing
to be convenient modules
Short stays are designed
ry that ﬁts your
construct a private itinera
you to quickly and easily
ve with your
y you can be more creati
requirements. In this wa
k at the beneﬁts:
Loo
ry.
dy-made itinera
rea
a
ng
ecti
sel
n
tha
on
vacati
■ Travel on any date
ries
■ Create unique itinera
ring
■ Flexibility while tou
ual
■ Personal and individ
e
pac
n
ow
■ Travel at your
■ Private tour guides
ts
en
■ Fits speciﬁc requirem
eur
■ Private car and chauﬀ
tours
■ Add to ready-made
ices
■ Accommodation cho
by motor coach.
with a group and travel
In Hong Kong you will join

Our Short Stays oﬀer a choice of accommodations.
For a touch of luxury select the ﬁve-star category featuring
brands such as InterContinental and Four Seasons, while our
four-star selection provides a range of quality hotels, mostly
with western credentials. In more remote locations three-star
accommodations may be used.

Hong Kong Extensions – take your holiday further
Our Hong Kong extensions (page 63) can add another dimension
to your holiday. Enjoy a half-day tour of Hong Kong Island as well
as spending time exploring this vibrant city for yourself. Discover
the fascinating blend of east and west, savor the delights of
Cantonese cuisine and indulge in some post-tour shopping.
To make the most of your Hong Kong extension add a day tour
to Lantau Island where you can explore Po Lin Monastery, see
the Giant Buddha and ride the Skyrail cable car. Alternatively
take the hydrofoil to Macau where you will discover some
of the history of this former Portuguese colony as well as
visit one of their world-famous casinos.
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Pudong, Shanghai

Shanghai Short Stay

With plenty to see and do,
experience the cosmopolitan city
of Shanghai for yourself.
Wendy Wu

5* accommodations from $540
5* single supplement from $320
5* sole passenger price from $990
4* accommodations from $450
4* single supplement from $190
4* sole passenger price from $860

”

Suzhou & Hangzhou
5* accommodations from $1,290
5* single supplement from $790
5* sole passenger price from $2,290
4* accommodations from $990
4* single supplement from $320
4* sole passenger price from $1,790

Xian Short Stay
5* accommodations from $460
5* single supplement from $260
5* sole passenger price from $860
4* accommodations from $360
4* single supplement from $130
4* sole passenger price from $540

Beijing Short Stay

Great Wall of China

Shanghai Short Stay

Suzhou & Hangzhou

Xian Short Stay

Beijing Short Stay

Beyond the Great Wall

Shanghai, also known as the
‘Paris of the East’ is China’s
most cosmopolitan city.

Combine the gardens of Suzhou
with the beauty of Hangzhou.

Marvel at the life-size Terracotta
Warriors in China’s former ancient
capital city.

Explore the numerous famous
sights in China’s capital city, Beijing.

Don’t miss the opportunity for
some extended walking on the
Great Wall.

Day 1: Arrive Shanghai

Day 1: Shanghai – Suzhou

Day 1: Arrive Great Wall

3 days from $450pp

5 days from $990pp

3 days from $360pp

4 days from $490pp

You will be met at Shanghai Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

You will be met at your Shanghai hotel and
transferred to your hotel in Suzhou.

Day 1: Arrive Xian

You will be met at Xian Airport and transferred
to your hotel.

Day 1: Arrive Beijing

Day 2: Shanghai

Day 2: Suzhou

Day 2: Xian

Day 2: Beijing

Sightseeing today includes a stroll through
the beautiful Yu Gardens and the Old Town
as well as a visit to the Shanghai Museum.
Also walk along the famous Bund with its
colonial architecture. (B,L)

Day 3: Depart Shanghai

Transfer to Shanghai Airport. (B)

The charming city of Suzhou is also known as
the ‘Venice of the East’. Visit two of its ﬁnest
oriental gardens: the Humble Administrator’s
Garden and the Master of the Nets Garden.
Also enjoy a short cruise on the ancient
Grand Canal. (B,L)

Day 3: Suzhou – Hangzhou

Travel to beautiful Hangzhou, one of China's
former imperial capitals which is renowned for
its beautiful natural scenery. Visit the local
markets, soak in the atmosphere and
experience oriental tea-tasting. (B,L)

Xian is the former ancient capital of China.
Visit one of the most important archaeological
discoveries of the 20th century – the
Terracotta Warriors and walk along the
Ancient City Wall. (B,L)

Day 3: Depart Xian

Transfer to Xian Airport. (B)

You will be met at Beijing Airport and
transferred to your hotel.
Walk on the Great Wall to appreciate 2,000
years of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. The Great Wall is China’s
most iconic attraction and stretches over 4,000
miles from the Shanhaiguan Pass on the east
coast to the Gobi Desert in the west. Also tour
the Summer Palace. (B,L)

Day 3: Beijing

Stroll through Tiananmen Square, past
Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum to the treasureﬁlled Forbidden City. Also visit the unique
Temple of Heaven. (B,L)

Day 4: Hangzhou

Day 4: Depart Beijing

Visit the Temple of Inspired Seclusion and the
Six Harmonies Pagoda before enjoying a
relaxing cruise on the tranquil West Lake. (B,L)

Transfer to Beijing Airport. (B)

2 days from $490pp

You will be met at Beijing Airport or your
Beijing hotel and transferred to your basic
guesthouse. In the afternoon, walk along the
Jinshanling section of the Great Wall, a less
visited and more remote section oﬀering
greater opportunities for extended walking.
The Great Wall is China’s most iconic attraction
and stretches over 4,000 miles from the
Shanhaiguan Pass on the east coast to the Gobi
Desert in the west. (L)

Day 2: Depart Great Wall

5* accommodations from $690
5* single supplement from $420
5* sole passenger price from $1,260
4* accommodations from $490
4* single supplement from $260
4* sole passenger price from $860

Beyond the Great Wall
Guesthouse accommodations from $490
Single supplement from $50
Sole passenger price from $740
All tours depart any day subject to availability
Prices are subject to seasonal variation

Price Includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited

Price excludes ﬂights, associated taxes and visa fees.

Rise early and enjoy further walking along the
Great Wall. Here you can appreciate 2,000
years of historical signiﬁcance and admire the
panoramic views. Later, transfer to Beijing
Airport or your Beijing hotel. (B)
A good degree of ﬁtness is required for this
tour as it involves several hours of walking over
steep and uneven terrain.

Day 5: Hangzhou – Shanghai

Travel to your hotel in Shanghai. (B)

West Lake, Hangzhou

Terracotta Warriors, Xian

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Short Stays

“

Tour Prices & Terms
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Guilin Short Stay
5* accommodations from $590
5* single supplement from $320
5* sole passenger price from $1,090
4* accommodations from $520
4* single supplement from $190
4* sole passenger price from $760

Guilin & Yangshuo
5* accommodations from $690
5* single supplement from $340
5* sole passenger price from $1,290
4* accommodations from $590
4* single supplement from $260
4* sole passenger price from $860

“

Panda & Buddha
5* accommodations from $790
5* single supplement from $290
5* sole passenger price from $1,490

Cruise the stunning
Li River and enjoy
breathtaking landscapes.
Wendy Wu

Li River, Yangshuo

”

4* accommodations from $560
4* single supplement from $160
4* sole passenger price from $960

Nine Villages Valley

Long Lake, Nine Villages Valley

4* accommodations from $1,140
4* single supplement from $340
4* sole passenger price from $1,790
3* accommodations from $990
3* single supplement from $140
3* sole passenger price from $1,490

Guilin & Yangshuo

Panda & Buddha

Nine Villages Valley

Kunming & Lijiang
5 days from $990pp

One way ﬂights between Chengdu and
Nine Villages Valley from $310

Cruise the stunning Li River and
enjoy the breathtaking scenery.

Uncover the beautiful gems
of Southern China and cruise
on the Li River.

Visit the Chengdu Panda Reserve
and the Grand Buddha in Leshan.

Discover beautiful lakes,
waterfalls and mountains.

Experience the wonderfully
diverse and picturesque
Yunnan Province.

Kunming & Lijiang

Day 1: Arrive Guilin

Day 1: Arrive Guilin

Day 1: Arrive Chengdu

Day 1: Arrive Nine Villages Valley

Day 1: Arrive Kunming

You will be met at Kunming Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

4* accommodations from $990
4* single supplement from $360
4* sole passenger price from $1,690

Day 2: Li River day tour

Day 2: Li River Cruise – Yangshuo

Day 2: Chengdu – Leshan – Chengdu

Day 2: Nine Villages Valley

Day 2: Kunming

Price includes ﬂight Kunming – Lijiang

Guilin Short Stay
3 days from $520pp

You will be met at Guilin Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

4 days from $590pp

You will be met at Guilin Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

Cruise the stunning Li River and enjoy the
breathtaking landscape of beautiful
limestone hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and
picturesque villages. Continue to Yangshuo
and explore the colorful local markets before
returning to Guilin. (B,L)

Cruise the stunning Li River and enjoy the
breathtaking landscape of beautiful limestone
hills, tranquil ﬁshing scenes and picturesque
villages. Continue downstream to the town of
Yangshuo set in the lush green rice paddies of
Southern China. (B,L).

Day 3: Depart Guilin

Day 3: Yangshuo – Guilin

Transfer to Guilin Airport. (B)

Li River. Guilin

Explore the colorful local markets
before returning to Guilin to visit the stunning
stalagmites and stalactites of the Reed Flute
Caves. (B)

3 days from $560pp

You will be met at Chengdu Airport and
transferred to your hotel.
Visit the famous Panda Reserve and then
travel to Leshan to visit the remarkable
Grand Buddha, the world’s largest stonecarved Buddhist statue before returning to
Chengdu. (B,L)

Day 3: Depart Chengdu

Transfer to Chengdu Airport. (B)

4 days from $990pp

You will be met at Jiuzhaigou Airport and
transferred to your hotel.
Explore Nine Villages Valley (Jiuzhaigou
National Park), a botanical gallery that is
heavily forested and home to many protected
species. Entering the valley is like being
transported into a diﬀerent world where
crystal clear lakes gather at the foot of every
waterfall and rich dense forests are dotted
with colorful ﬂowers. (B)

Day 3: Huanglong

Day 4: Depart Guilin

Transfer to Guilin Airport. (B)

Enjoy a full day tour of the picturesque Stone
Forest where the huge limestone columns
form surreal shapes and images. (B,L)

5* accommodations from $1,290
5* single supplement from $490
5* sole passenger price from $2,190

All tours depart any day subject to availability
Prices are subject to seasonal variation

Day 3: Kunming – Lijiang

Fly to Lijiang, a UNESCO world heritage
site and wander through the quaint
cobbled streets and alongside the meandering
canals of the Old Quarter. Also visit Black
Dragon Pool.

Enjoy a day tour to the UNESCO world heritage
site of Huanglong, which is renowned for its
hundreds of sparkling mineral pools where
beautiful striking colors intertwine and the
waters cascade down the mountainside. You
will have the option to take a cable car to visit
Huanglong Temple at the head of the valley. (B)

Visit Tiger Leaping Gorge, one of the most
dramatic and deepest gorges in the world
and enjoy the surrounding breathtaking
scenery. (B,L)

Day 4: Depart Nine Villages Valley

Transfer to Lijiang Airport. (B)

Day 4: Tiger Leaping Gorge

Price Includes:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited

Price excludes ﬂights, associated taxes and visa fees.

Day 5: Depart Lijiang

Transfer to Jiuzhaigou Airport. (B)

Giant Panda, Chengdu

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Short Stays

Tour Prices & Terms
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Potala Palace, Lhasa

Lhasa Short Stay

“

4* accommodations from $990
4* single supplement from $490
4* sole passenger price from $1,790

Take advantage of the endless
shopping opportunities in
Hong Kong.
Wendy Wu

3* accommodations from $790
3* single supplement from $240
3* sole passenger price from $1,290

”

One way ﬂights between Chengdu and Lhasa from $350

Tibet Short Stay
4*/3* accommodations from $1,890
4*/3* single supplement from $790
4*/3* sole passenger price from $3,490
Accommodations are 4* in Lhasa and 3* elsewhere

3* accommodations from $1,490
3* single supplement from $490
3* sole passenger price from $2,790
Everest Base Camp option from additional $700
One way ﬂights between Chengdu and Lhasa from $350

Hong Kong Extension
5* accommodations from $690
5* single supplement from $490
5* sole passenger price from $1,180

Hong Kong Skyline

Lhasa Short Stay

Tibet Short Stay

Hong Kong Extension

Hong Kong & Macau

Explore Lhasa – the
‘spiritual heart of Tibet’.

Experience beautiful temples and palaces in the mystical land of Tibet,
and experience the thrill of visiting Mt. Everest Base Camp.

This itinerary can easily be added to most
of our China tours

This itinerary can easily be added to most
of our China tours

Day 1: Arrive Lhasa

Day 1: Arrive Lhasa

Day 6: Shigatse – Lhasa

Day 1: Arrive Hong Kong

Day 1: Arrive Hong Kong

Day 2: Hong Kong

4 days from $790pp

7 days from $1,490pp

4 days from $390pp

You will be met at Lhasa Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

You will be met at Lhasa Airport and transferred
to your hotel.

Return to Lhasa and visit Drepung Monastery,
the former residence of the Dalai Lama. (B, L)

You will be met at Hong Kong Airport and
transferred to your hotel.

Day 2: Lhasa

Day 2: Lhasa

Day 7: Depart Lhasa

Day 2: Hong Kong

Sightseeing today includes a stroll around
the Barkhor circuit where traditional dress,
market stalls selling religious trinkets and
the sound of chanted prayers create the
atmosphere of a medieval carnival. Also visit
the 7th century Jokhang Temple and the
Sera Monastery. (B, L)

Day 3: Lhasa

Explore the ‘crown jewel’ of Tibet – the
Potala Palace. The palace is an architectural
wonder that towers over the city with
thousands of rooms ﬁlled with treasures
such as intricate shrines and beautiful
frescoes. Also visit Norbulingka, the former
summer palace of the Dalai Lama which
contains several palaces and chapels. (B, L)

Day 4: Depart Lhasa

Transfer to Lhasa Airport. (B)

Sightseeing today includes a stroll around the
Barkhor circuit where traditional dress, market
stalls selling religious trinkets and the sound of
chanted prayers create the atmosphere of a
medieval carnival. Also visit the 7th century
Jokhang Temple and the Sera Monastery. (B, L)

Day 3: Lhasa

Explore the ‘crown jewel’ of Tibet – the Potala
Palace. Also visit Norbulingka, the former
summer palace of the Dalai Lama which
contains several palaces and chapels. (B, L)

Day 4: Lhasa – Gyantse

Travel to the smaller town of Gyantse and visit
the famous Gyantse Kumbum. (B, L)

Day 5: Gyantse – Shigatse

Travel to Shigatse, the second largest city in Tibet
and visit the Tashilhunpo Monastery. (B, L)

Transfer to Lhasa Airport. (B)

Everest Base Camp (option)
Day 5: Gyantse – Shigatse – Rongbuk

Travel to Shigatse, the second largest city in Tibet
and visit the Tashilhunpo Monastery. Continue
to Rongbuk where you will stay at a very basic
guesthouse. (B, L)

Enjoy a half day island tour visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market, Aberdeen Fishing Village
and an optional sampan ride (paid locally). The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)

Day 3: Hong Kong

4 days from $590pp

You will be met at Hong Kong Airport and
transferred to your hotel.
Enjoy a half day island tour visiting Victoria
Peak, Stanley Market, Aberdeen Fishing Village
and an optional sampan ride (paid locally). The
afternoon is at leisure. (B)

Day 3: Macau

Visit Mt Everest base camp and gaze up to the
peak at 29,028ft (weather permitting). Mingle
with climbers making an attempt on the summit
and maybe take a walk to Rhongpu Glacier.
Later, return to Shigatse. (B, L)

Enjoy the day at leisure or add an optional day
tour to Lantau Island (at additional cost). Begin
with a ferry ride across Victoria Harbor to
Silvermine Bay, then travel to the unique Tai O
ﬁshing village, where many homes are built on
stilts. Take the winding road up to Ngong Ping
Plateau to see the Giant Buddha and Po Lin
Monastery where you’ll enjoy a vegetarian
lunch. Ride the Skyrail cable car back down the
mountain (weather permitting). (B)

Travel by hydrofoil to Macau, a Portuguese
colony until Dec 1999, which lies 40 miles
west of Hong Kong across the Pearl River
estuary. This tour will bring to you the
historical sights of the Ruins of the St. Paul
Church, the Museum of Macau (closed on
Mondays) and the 400 year-old Ama Temple.
Also visit one of the casinos for which Macau
is famous (minimum age 18) before returning
to Hong Kong. Lunch is included at a local
restaurant. (B,L)

Days 7-8: Shigatse – Lhasa

Day 4: Depart Hong Kong

Day 4: Depart Hong Kong

Day 6: Rongbuk – Shigatse

As days 6-7 above.

Transfer to Hong Kong Airport. (B)

Transfer to Hong Kong Airport. (B)

4* accommodations from $490
4* single supplement from $300
4* sole passenger price from $790
3* accommodations from $390
3* single supplement from $260
3* sole passenger price from $650
Lantau Island day tour from additional $150

Hong Kong & Macau
Prices as Hong Kong Extension plus $200pp
All tours depart any day subject to availability
Prices are subject to seasonal variation

Price Includes:
Lhasa & Tibet
■
■
■
■
■
■

Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Touring with private guides
Private car and chauﬀeur
Entrance fees for sights visited

Price excludes ﬂights, associated taxes and visa fees.

Hong Kong
■
■
■
■
■
■

Domestic transportation
Accommodations as stated
Meals as stated
Group touring
Transfers and touring by motor coach
Entrance fees for sights visited

Price excludes ﬂights, associated taxes and visa fees.
The optional sampan ride is at additional cost.

This tour reaches an altitude of 13,000ft at Gyantse with higher altitudes reached while traveling.
Mt. Everest Base Camp is at 18,200ft.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Airlines
Your ﬂights are an important part of
your Wendy Wu Tours experience,
which is why we only work with
scheduled airlines, with the best
reputation for service, reliability and
on time performance. Wendy Wu
Tours only uses reputable domestic
airlines for internal routes.
Our main partners are:
■ Cathay Paciﬁc
■ United (incorporating Continental)
■ Air China
■ China Eastern
Based on the speciﬁc departure city and the
arrival city into China we will advise you of
the options available for you with direct and
connecting ﬂights.
Have you thought about upgrading your
ﬂight? Please contact us to ask about our
specially negotiated upgrade rates for
Business Class or First Class.

Wendy Wu Tours is proud to have a global
partnership with Cathay Paciﬁc and is now
utilizing Cathay Paciﬁc with direct service
from Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and
New York, to Hong Kong with onward
connections to over 18 cities across China
with its sister airline Dragonair. This gives us
access to the most competitive fares and
allows us to oﬀer high levels of service to
help enhance your overall travel experience.

Economy Class
The ﬁrst thing you'll notice in Economy Class
is that your space really is your space. And
then there's the total control you have of your
entertainment with Audio and Video on
Demand. The ﬁxed-back shell seat in
Economy Class ensures that no one in front
of you will ever intrude into your space again.
The ﬁxed-back design means that all seat
movement is within a shell that doesn’t move
whether you're sitting upright or sleeping, so
everyone has a protected personal space. So
you can relax and enjoy your 9" widescreen
TV with StudioCX – featuring a rotating library

of 100 movies, 350 TV shows, 888 music CDs,
22 radio channels, and entertainment in
nine languages.

Business Class
Business Class makes ﬂying a pleasure.
Relax in a comfortable seat with massage
function and easy access to the aisle and
enjoy more entertainment choices than
ever before. There's mood lighting to
enhance your ﬂying experience and when
it's time to sleep, simply press a button to
turn your seat into a perfectly ﬂat bed for a
wonderful night's rest.

First Class
Think of First Class as a suite, rather than a
seat. With more personal space than ever
before, there's even enough room to invite a
guest. Awake, you'll enjoy a comfortable seat,
exceptional food, incredible entertainment,
and mood lighting to enhance your ﬂying
experience. Asleep, you'll dream in one of the
biggest beds in the sky. And always, the
attentive staﬀ is at your beck and call.

Wendy Wu Tours is proud to have teamed with
the exciting merger of United and Continental
that combines the best of each carrier to
create the world’s leading airline. The new
United serves more international destinations
than any other American carrier and continues
to win awards for its outstanding service.

Economy Class
United’s economy class seating features a
fully adjustable headrest and plenty of
entertainment options. On the three cabin
international 777's and 767's an individual
audio/video system in the forward seat back
lets you choose from nine channels of movie
and TV programming, and up to 21 channels
of CD-quality music and news.

Business Class
Business class oﬀers lie-ﬂat seats that recline
to a full 6-foot 4-inch bed with an individual
15.4-inch video screen with nine channels,
plus audio channels and a noise-reducing
headset. Also enjoy a three-course meal with
a complimentary selection of award-winning
wines. Lie-ﬂat seating is available on 747, 767
and select 777 aircraft.

Wendy Wu Tours is pleased to work with Air
China, one of China’s premium airlines and
the only airline that carries the national ﬂag
of China. Air China is proud to have been a
member of Star Alliance since 2007. The
airline operates non-stop ﬂights to China
from New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco in three classes of service, First
Class, Business Class, and Economy Class.

Economy Class
Air China has been awarded a 4 star rating by
Skytrax reﬂecting a strong commitment to
excellence in every aspect of Air China’s
service practices. The airline is committed to
providing passengers with "Four Heart"
services of reassurance, satisfaction, easiness
and sensation.

Business Class
Business class seats feature a reclining angle
of 170 degrees. The new interactive
entertainment system oﬀers hundreds of
movies and music selections, plus a whole
range of online games. Multiple-system
power connections are also available right
at your ﬁngertips.

China Eastern Airlines is an exceptional way
to ﬂy. World-class service and state-of-theart aircraft have contributed to their success.
Experience a whole new way to ﬂy in comfort
and leisure with First Class, Business Class,
and Economy Class. China Eastern departs
out of Los Angeles and New York.

Economy Class
So much more for your money, travel in style
and ensure your comfort with specially
designed seats in bright and cheerful cabins.
On all non-stop A340-600 services to China,
enjoy even greater personal space and
comfort with the Executive Economy Class
Cabin, which includes a lounging area for
passengers to stretch out and socialize.

Business Class
Comfort and style are yours. The Business
Class King bed – the biggest bed in
Business Class – gives you more freedom to
work, relax, and sleep. Enjoy personally
catered service, specially selected news
and entertainment options, and arrive
comfortable and cared for with world-class
amenities and service.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Jiangxi Grand Hotel, Beijing

Jin jiang Hotel, Kunming

Hotels
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Ramada Zhabei, Shanghai

Hotels
Wendy
Wu
Tours
uses
accommodations in China that are
selected for convenience of location,
comfort or character. Select from our
range of private tours for the widest
choice of hotels.
Group Tours
Your accommodations may range from a
business hotel in one city to a family run
guesthouse in a smaller town. In more
remote areas, accommodations may be of a
lower standard and may not have all western
amenities. Hotels are generally rated as local
three to four star standard, but please note
that diﬀerences in facilities and quality do
exist between the US and China. This page
describes a selection of hotels that we use
for our group tours in China; we also use
others of a similar standard.

Private Tours
With a private tour, you have a wider choice
of accommodations to meet your personal
requirements with ﬁve star, four star and
standard class hotels available. Please refer
to the private tour itineraries for a list of the
featured accommodations.

Beijing
The four-star Jiangxi Grand Hotel provides a
comprehensive range of services and
facilities. Located in Fentai District, the hotel
is within walking distance to local shops.
Facilities include a restaurant serving Chinese
and Western cuisine, coﬀee shop,
bar/lounge, a tea house, ﬁtness center,
beauty salon and a business center.
The Super House International Hotel
is a four-star business hotel which combines
traditional Chinese culture with contemporary
comforts and modern amenities. Facilities
include a restaurant, coﬀee shop and a lobby
bar. There is also a ﬁtness center, sauna,
beauty salon, gift shop and a business center.

Shanghai
The Holiday Inn Downtown is a four-star
hotel located in the heart of downtown
Shanghai, just a short walk from the railway
station and close to a shopping center.
Facilities include three restaurants, lobby bar
and sports bar as well as a ﬁtness room,
sauna and a business center.
The superior three-star Ramada Shanghai
Zhabei Hotel is located a short drive from the
city center and close to attractions including

People’s Square and the Shanghai Museum.
Facilities include a restaurant, café, lobby
bar, ﬁtness room, sauna, games room and
a shopping arcade.

Xian
The King Dynasty Hotel is located alongside
the Ancient City Wall and combines
modern facilities with comfort and
convenience. Facilities include a restaurant,
bar, indoor swimming pool, fitness room
and a business center.
The four-star Yulong International Hotel
combines elegance and sophistication with
ﬁrst-class service. Facilities include three
restaurants, lobby bar, games room, beauty
salon, ﬁtness room and a business center.

Guilin
Centrally located, the Universal Hotel sits on
the banks of the Li River and is within
walking distance from the markets, shopping
center and many of the city’s attractions.
The Palace Restaurant serves delicious
Chinese cuisine and the Pizzeria Café oﬀers
an international menu. Other facilities
include a lobby bar and a business center.

Yangshuo

Chongqing

Dali

The local four-star New Century Hotel is
located in downtown Yangshuo, close to the
bustling street market and cafés that line
cobbled lanes. Facilities include a restaurant
serving international cuisine, lobby bar,
beauty salon and currency exchange
facilities and a business center.

The three-star 88 Park Hotel is located in the
district of Yuzhong. The hotel features a
restaurant, coﬀee shop, lobby bar, beauty
salon and a business center.

Backed by the picturesque snow-capped
Cangshan Mountain range and facing Erhai
Lake, the four-star Asian Star Hotel oﬀers a
unique opportunity to appreciate the
natural scenery of this area. Facilities include
a restaurant, bar, ﬁtness room and a
business center.

Yangtze River Cruise
Five-star Victoria Cruises is the only
American cruise line currently sailing the
Yangtze River. For seventeen years, Victoria
has been the leader in Yangtze cruising,
because of the quality of the ﬂeet and
outstanding service. Other quality cruise
lines may also be used.
All Victoria Cruises cabins are well equipped
and boast private balconies for viewing
the spectacular Three Gorges scenery.
Services include a beauty salon, ﬁtness
room, mini spa, reading room, gift shop and
Internet access. Meals are authentic Chinese
cuisine with a mix of Western specialties
and on the ﬁnal evening is a special Captain’s
Farewell Banquet. Passengers can also
enjoy a welcome cocktail party, daily
afternoon tea, early morning coﬀee and tea,
and happy hour.

Hangzhou
The three-star Lily Hotel is situated near the
picturesque and famous West Lake. Facilities
include a restaurant serving Chinese and
authentic Hangzhou dishes, lobby bar, café,
outdoor swimming pool, ﬁtness room with
sauna and currency exchange facilities.

Chengdu
Located in the commercial district of
Chengdu, the three-star Sichuan Hotel is
within walking distance to the shopping
malls and local markets. Facilities include
two restaurants, lobby bar and ﬁtness center
with massage and sauna rooms.

Suzhou
The three-star New Century Hotel is
located in the Shilu commercial district
with easy access to the local attractions.
Facilities at the hotel include a restaurant,
lobby bar, fitness room with sauna and a
business center.

Kunming
The four-star Jin Jiang Hotel is conveniently
located in the center of Kunming’s business
district and combines high levels of service
with modern facilities. The hotel has a
restaurant, lobby bar, ﬁtness center with
sauna and massage rooms, beauty salon and
currency exchange facilities.

Lhasa
The Tibet Hotel is located in downtown
Lhasa, just a short distance from the
renowned Summer Palace and Lhasa
Square. Facilities include a restaurant
serving Cantonese and Tibetan cuisine,
lobby bar and a ﬁtness room with sauna.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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Your Questions
Answered
Chinese Lanterns

Before you Travel
How soon after making our booking
will we receive conﬁrmation?
Once we have received your deposit we will
send your conﬁrmation documents.

Do you send information about the
destinations we will visit?
You will receive information on currency
exchange, credit card usage, cultural
diﬀerences, transportation, staying in touch
and other information about the regions you
will be visiting during your tour. You will
also receive a Suggested Packing List and
a phrasebook.

Will I know which hotels I will be
staying in before I go?
Yes. These details will be sent with your ﬁnal
documents. However, these may be subject
to last minute alterations.

Do I need a visa to travel to China?
Passengers with United States passports
(and most other nationalities) are required
to obtain a visa for travel to China.

How do I get my visa?

What currency should I take?

Wendy Wu Tours has included standard visa
processing for US residents holding valid
passports, however you will be required to
type the information on an electronic
application form. This will need to be
submitted to us with your passport and a
passport-style photograph. In some
circumstances (e.g. non-US passport holders
and travelers to Tibet) additional
information may be required. Additional
fees may apply for any passport received
within 8 weeks of departure and for express
service. Wendy Wu Tours does not take any
responsibility for visas denied or for lost or
undelivered items.

We recommend you take US Dollars as well
as Chinese Yuan and a credit/debit card. We
do not recommend traveler’s checks. Please
ensure you have suﬃcient funds to pay for
personal expenses such as drinks, snacks,
souvenirs, additional tipping and optional
extras. Tipping is in US dollars.

What vaccinations do I need?
We recommend that you consult your
doctor or a travel clinic at least six
weeks before travel for up-to-date
vaccination information.

What is the maximum luggage
allowance on your tours?
One carry-on and one checked bag will
be allowed. The maximum weight for
the checked bag is 44lbs to allow for
internal ﬂights.

While on Tour
What is the dress code
on your tours?
Our dress code while on tour is very relaxed;
however, please note that clothing covering
the arms and legs may be more appropriate
when visiting religious buildings. We suggest
smart-casual attire for the evenings.

Do the hotel rooms have coﬀee
makers, irons and hair dryers?
There is no guarantee that the rooms will
have these. If you require these items,
please take them with you.

Is tipping required?
Tipping is a way of life. We therefore like to
honor tradition and oﬀer tokens of our

Is porterage included?
Porterage is included on our group tours
to China.

What will we eat on tour?
You will sample a range of local cuisine with
occasional western meals. We can cater for
most dietary requirements if you let us
know at the time of booking. All meals
(excluding beverages) are included in our
fully inclusive group tours while meals on
private tours are as stated in the itinerary.
Please see page 70 for further details.

Do I have to be super-ﬁt to complete
a Wendy Wu Tours itinerary?
An average level of ﬁtness is required for
our ‘comfortable paced’ tours as they
involve sightseeing on foot and some
climbing of steps. A higher level of ﬁtness
is required for our ‘medium paced’ and
‘active tours’ as these tours may involve
overnight trains, trekking and areas of high
altitude. Please refer to the tour dossier for
further information about the physical
activities for speciﬁc group tours.

What hours of the day do your
tours operate?
Tours generally start about 8 a.m. and end
shortly after your evening meal.

General Questions
When is the best time to visit China?
Generally, April to June and September to
October tend to be the most comfortable
months to visit, however, many people
enjoy tours at other times of the year when
there are fewer tourists.

What is the ﬂying time to China?
Non-stop ﬂights are about 12.5 hours from
LAX and 14 hours from NYC. Connecting
ﬂights will increase the ﬂight time.

When are Chinese public holidays?
Chinese New Year is on 23rd January 2012.
The ‘Golden Week’ public holidays fall
annually between 1-7 May and 1-7 October.

Celebrations last for several days and during
this time some businesses will be closed. Tour
attractions will be open, but may be crowded.

How do standards abroad compare
with the US?
We will do our best to ensure that your
holiday is safe and trouble free and we are
continually working with our local partners
to maintain and improve health and safety
standards. Traveling abroad involves
new places and new experiences and
sometimes this involves diﬀerent safety and
hygiene standards to those we are used to
in the US. We therefore ask that you take
care; pay attention at all times and use your
common sense. You are also requested to
refer to notices and follow advice from your
National Escort/Local Guide.

passenger. To arrange a guaranteed
private room, a single room supplement is
available for a reasonable extra cost (you
will still be required to share on overnight
rail journeys).

What star rating are your hotels?
Hotels are generally rated as local three to
four star standard, but please note that
there is no international classiﬁcation
system for hotels and diﬀerences in
facilities and quality do exist between the
US and China. In more remote areas,
accommodation may be of a lower
standard and may not have all western
amenities. Higher categories of hotel are
available on our Private Tours.

How close can I get to the pandas?

We strongly recommend that you drink
bottled water only.

You will get close enough for a good photo
opportunity. It is possible to touch the
pandas at the Chengdu Reserve at an
additional cost.

Do you allow children
on your tours?

Which cabins are used on your
Yangtze River cruise vessels?

We allow children 12 years and over on our
group tours. We recommend that families
with children of any age take advantage of
our Private Tours as they oﬀer more
ﬂexibility while on tour.

Will I be traveling with passengers
from other countries?

Is tap water safe to drink?

What is the average age on your
group tours?
The average age is 40-65. Younger and
older passengers travel with us too!

What is the maximum and
minimum number of people that
you will take on a group tour?
The maximum group size varies depending
on the tour, but is usually no more than 28
passengers. All our Group Tours are
guaranteed to run subject to a minimum of
8 travelers and a National Escort will
accompany each group of over 10. Selected
group tours are guaranteed to depart with
a minimum of 2 travelers. Please see page
70 for further details.

As a single traveler, will I have to
pay a single supplement?
No. On Group Tours we offer the option to
share with a tour member of the same
gender so there are no additional charges
for traveling alone. You will be introduced
to your share partner on arrival. Note that
on overnight rail journeys and cruises this
may not be with a Wendy Wu Tours

We only use outside cabins so you can
enjoy the view.

Our US passengers generally enjoy mixing
with British and Australian clients on tour.
Occasionally we are joined by English
speaking passengers from other countries.

Do you oﬀer Travel Insurance?
Travel insurance will be added as an
option on your invoice. Medical facilities
in China are readily available in most
cities. Please see page 71 for further
information about travel insurance
offered by Wendy Wu Tours.

Is Wendy Wu Tours committed to
responsible tourism?
Wendy Wu Tours is committed to the
practice of responsible tourism and is
proud to be a member of Tourism Cares For
Tomorrow. Tourism Cares was formed by
the combining of the National Tourism
Foundation, founded by the National Tour
Association in 1982, and the Travelers
Conservation Foundation, founded in 1999
by the United States Tour Operators
Association. The resulting non-proﬁt
organization beneﬁts society by preserving
the travel experience for future generations
through funding grants, scholarships and
volunteer projects.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent
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appreciation while on tour. For your
convenience on group tours these will
be collected by your National Escort
on arrival in each country and the
compulsory amounts are stated on each
tour page. On private tours, tipping is
discretionary, however, we will advise
approximate amounts.

70

Booking Conditions

Travel Insurance

These are the terms and conditions, which apply to your
vacation. Payment indicates that you are bound by, and
acknowledge that you have read, understood and will
comply with all booking requirements and conditions.

included on any of our Private Tours, Short Stays or Extensions,
but we will suggest appropriate amounts. Tipping amounts are
in USD and subject to change.

It is agreed by and between the passenger(s) and Wendy Wu
Tours that all disputes and matters whatever arising under, in
connection with or incident to this agreement shall be litigated,
if at all, in and before a court located in the State of New York,
USA to the exclusion of courts of any other city, state or country.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS & VISAS

PAYMENT
Once you have asked us to conﬁrm your booking, the total price of
the arrangements you have booked is due and payable as follows:
• If you book more than 65 days before your scheduled
departure date, a non-refundable deposit of $300 per person is
payable at the time of booking, and the full remaining balance
payable 65 days before your scheduled departure date.
• If you book 65 days or fewer before your scheduled departure
date, the full price is payable when you book.
In addition, full payment is required at the time of booking for
any instant purchase air ticket or insurance cover purchased
from Wendy Wu Tours.

PRICES
All prices shown in this brochure are in USD, and are per person.
We reserve the right to change prices quoted in this brochure
for any reason at any time before you conﬁrm your booking.
Once a booking has been conﬁrmed we reserve the right to
change prices in line with any changes in fuel surcharges and
currency ﬂuctuation or any fees chargeable for the services
included in the cost of your vacation. Should it be necessary to
impose any surcharges, we will notify you of the relevant
adjustments by issuing a new invoice.

GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
All group departures of A China Experience, Glories of China,
Majestic Yangtze and Wonders of China are guaranteed to
depart subject to a minimum of 2 passengers traveling except
when the departure is canceled due to “force majeure”. This
may include but not be limited to ﬂight cancellations due to
mechanical problems, sickness, weather, strikes, war,
quarantine, civil strife, riots, terrorist activity, industrial dispute,
natural or nuclear disaster, adverse weather conditions, ﬁre,
ﬂood, drought, government action, airport and port regulations
and closures, technical transportation problems, maintenance
to vessels, scheduling of transport and similar events outside
our control. Wendy Wu Tours reserves the right to withdraw
departures at any time and for any reason before 2 passengers
have booked.

MEALS
Meals on our group tours start with lunch on the normal day of
arrival and ﬁnish with lunch on the normal day of departure. Any
additional meals will be at your own expense and no refund will
be made for any meals missed. Please note that on our
adventure tours, meals in remote areas may be basic or
repetitive. We will endeavor to fulﬁl special dietary requirements
notiﬁed at the time of booking; however as Wendy Wu Tours
does not own or operate the restaurants used, this cannot be
guaranteed and Wendy Wu Tours does not accept any liability for
consequences arising from special dietary requirements not
having been met. Passengers with special dietary requirements
will be required to complete a waiver form to this eﬀect.

TIPPING
Tipping is an expected element in the tourism industry today
and the countries we visit are no exception. On group tours, in
order to relieve customers of the expectation to tip individual
guides and service providers in each destination we state an
amount to be given to the National Escort on arrival to cover the
duration of the tour. You will be advised of the amount payable
in your ﬁnal documentation prior to departure.
The Wendy Wu Tours tipping protocol is a compulsory local
payment. On multi-country tours this amount will be paid in
stages on arrival in each country. For tours with fewer than
10 passengers, tipping will be slightly higher than stated on the
Group Tour pages. If your tour features a Yangtze River Cruise,
then please note that tipping is not included for this element
and your Guide will suggest suitable appropriate amounts for
the crew, side trips and shore excursions. Tipping is not

A Passport with a minimum of six months validity from the
intended date of travel is required for travel for all countries in our
program. Visa fees, where required, are included for US residents
in all fully inclusive group packages. Failure to forward passports
to Wendy Wu Tours by a speciﬁed date may incur fees to cover
“rush’’ Visa processing. In addition, a request for expedited visa
service will incur an additional charge. Unless otherwise
requested, your passport will be returned approximately 4 weeks
after receipt by us. It is the passenger’s responsibility to ensure
documentation accuracy, passport validity and that all documents
are sent to Wendy Wu Tours eight weeks prior to departure.
Wendy Wu Tours accepts no responsibility for a passenger’s
delay in forwarding documents. In this regard, it is the
responsibility of each passenger to ensure that they meet the
necessary visa application guidelines of the country you are
visiting and your responsibility to ensure the visa we issue
you is correct. While we include the cost of the standard visa
application service in your tour price (for US residents), we
will pass on any additional charges incurred. Should your visa
application be refused for any reason, you will be liable for
the full loss of the booking deposit.
Wendy Wu Tours accepts no responsibility for passports
or other documents lost or damaged while in the hands
of third parties. This includes but is not limited to embassies,
consulates, courier services and postal services.

IF YOU WISH TO MAKE CHANGES AFTER BOOKING
If, after receiving our conﬁrmation, you wish to change your
travel arrangements in any way, such as change of departure
date or accommodations, we will do our best to make the
changes, but it may not be possible.
In addition to the cost of your revised arrangements,
the following change fees will apply:
• Amendments to the tour booked made 30 days or more
before departure – $50
• Amendments to the tour booked made fewer than 30 days
before departure – $100
• Transfers between tours or changes to departure date made
65 days or more before departure – $100
• Reissue of airline tickets – $100 plus any non-refundable costs
of the canceled ticket and any additional costs of the new ticket
Transferring between tours or changing departure date fewer
than 65 days before departure is not permitted and cancellation
charges will apply.
Once a booking is conﬁrmed, no name changes are permitted
under any circumstance.
It is important to note that certain arrangements, such as
instant purchase airline tickets, cannot be changed after a
booking has been made. Any change will incur a 100%
cancellation charge.
Any change by you to your conﬁrmed arrangements after
departure is in all cases subject to availability and any extra
costs must be paid by you.

IF YOU CANCEL
If you wish to cancel a conﬁrmed booking, you must do so by
writing to our oﬃce. Cancellation charges are based on the date
of receipt of your written conﬁrmation.
Cancellation charges as a percentage of the total vacation cost are:

IF WE MAKE CHANGES
As this brochure is published before the start of the
arrangements shown, we reserve the right to change any of the
details and correct any errors at any time. If any such changes
are made before you have made your booking we will advise
you before we conﬁrm your booking. The right is also reserved
to change airline, aircraft types and vessels scheduled for any
speciﬁc departure. Even after we have conﬁrmed your booking
we may have to make alterations to conﬁrmed arrangements
and we reserve the right to alter the order of touring and
modify itineraries at any time to ensure the smooth running of
your tour. Most alterations will be minor and of little eﬀect on
your overall arrangements and while we will do our best to
notify you of any such minor change before your departure (or
as soon as possible if you have already departed), we will have
no other liability to you.

RESPONSIBILITY
Wendy Wu Tours is not responsible for personal injury, property
damage or other loss a passenger incurs on any tour arising from
acts or omissions by any air carrier, public transport company,
hotel, car rental company, subcontractor or other person or
organization, whether or not such company is rendering any
services supplied on the tour. All tickets and vouchers are issued
and supplied subject to the foregoing and to all terms and
conditions under which transportation and services are provided.
Wendy Wu Tours accepts no responsibility for any circumstance
amounting to “force majeure” including losses or expenses due
to delay or changes in schedules, ﬂight cancellations due to
mechanical problems, sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine,
civil strife, riots, terrorist activity, industrial dispute, natural or
nuclear disaster, adverse weather conditions, ﬁre, ﬂood, drought,
government action, airport and port regulations and closures,
technical transportation problems, maintenance to vessels,
scheduling of transport and similar events outside our control.
Passengers must bear all such losses or expenses. Wendy Wu
Tours reserves the right to decline, to accept or to return any
person as a member of any tour or to cancel or alter the tour.
Airline tariﬀs limit liability for passenger baggage. If you, or your
agent, have made independent travel arrangements, you accept
responsibility for joining our tour or arrangements independently
and on time. We are not able to refund monies paid to us, or any
third party acting on our or your behalf, or make compensation
or other payments where, for whatever reason, you fail to join
our tour or any arrangements made by us. When you book
arrangements with us, you accept responsibility for the proper
conduct of yourself and your party. If your actions or omissions
cause damage to any property in the provision of the contracted
arrangements, or cause delay or diversion to any ﬂight or other
means of transportation, you agree to pay any charges incurred.

MISPRINTS/ERRORS
In the event of misprints or errors, Wendy Wu Tours has the
right to re-quote or oﬀer a full refund of any monies paid
without further liability.

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
If you have a problem during your vacation concerning any
service provided as part of the arrangements we have
conﬁrmed, you must inform our National Escort or local
representative (or, if none available, our local agent, hotel
manager or our 24 hour emergency contact number)
immediately to enable them to try to resolve the matter. If this
cannot be achieved it is essential that you notify our oﬃce in
writing, quoting the booking reference number, at the earliest
opportunity and no later than 28 days after your return to
enable any complaint to be investigated.

Retention of deposit

TRAVEL PROTECTION PLAN

64 – 42 days

30% including deposit

41 – 30 days

60% including deposit

29 – 14 days

90% including deposit

Fewer than 14 days

100% including deposit

Wendy Wu Tours is pleased to oﬀer a low cost Travel Protection
Plan. We recommend insurance coverage, and we automatically
add the cost to your invoice. If you decide not to purchase
coverage, you must decline and deduct the premium from your
payment. Travel insurance must be paid with deposit and is
non-refundable. Wendy Wu Tours holds no responsibility for
any travel insurance claims, either paid or denied.

65 or more days

In addition, air tickets and insurance cover are 100%
non-refundable once issued.
If you have to cancel for a reason that is covered by your
insurance, it is your responsibility to contact the travel insurer.
Wendy Wu Tours holds no responsibility for any travel insurance
claims, either paid or denied.

BROCHURE VALIDITY
This brochure was printed in September 2011 and the details and
prices contained in it are valid for departures from January 2012 –
December 2012 but may be superseded by subsequent brochures.

Why should a traveler
buy travel insurance?

10 Reasons to Purchase
Travel Insurance

What your plan covers:

Travel insurance oﬀers travelers coverage for
unforeseen problems, from a canceled ﬂight
to a serious illness—or in rare cases, even an
act of terrorism or the ﬁnancial default of a
travel supplier. If an illness, accident, or other
covered unforeseen circumstance forces a
traveler to cancel or interrupt their travel
plans, they face two potentially major
ﬁnancial losses—money invested in
nonrefundable pre-payments and medical
expenses that in many instances may not be
covered by health insurance.

There are hundreds of circumstances that
could cause you to cancel your trip, return
home early or force you to seek emergency
medical treatment while traveling.

Trip Cancellation

In addition, information regarding your
travel insurance is required by the Chinese
Consulate when applying for your visa.
Wendy Wu Tours strongly recommends that
you purchase travel insurance at the time of
booking your tour, we are pleased to
recommend America’s leading travel
Insurance provider, Travel Guard.

About Travel Guard
With more than 20 years of industry
experience, Travel Guard is America's
leading travel insurance plan provider. They
specialize in providing innovative travel
insurance, assistance and emergency travel
service plans. Their comprehensive travel
insurance program includes:

Insurance Beneﬁts
■
■
■
■
■

Coverage for trip cancellation
Trip interruption
Trip delay
Medical expenses
Baggage loss and more

Assistance Services
■
■

Travel Medical Assistance
Worldwide Travel Assistance

Travel Guard is a Chartis company, a world
leading property-casualty and general
insurance organization, serving more than
40 million clients in over 160 countries and
jurisdictions. With a 90-year history, one of
the industry’s most extensive ranges of
products and services, deep claims
expertise and excellent ﬁnancial strength.

To demonstrate the importance of
purchasing
travel
insurance,
and
emergency travel services, here are 10
common examples of what could go wrong.
1 It's 10 p.m. and you and your immediate
family arrive at the airport for a
connecting ﬂight, only to ﬁnd that your
ﬂight has been canceled. Who can assist
you with ﬁnding new ﬂights to get
everyone home?
2 Your bag was lost with your insulin
inside. You need help to locate your bag
as soon as possible and have your
emergency prescription ﬁlled. Who do
you call?
3 Your ﬁrst visit to China, and your
passport and wallet are lost. Where do
you turn for emergency cash, and how
will you get your passport replaced?
4 You're involved in an accident and
adequate medical treatment is not
available. Who will help arrange and pay
for a medical evacuation?
5 If your sister-in-law becomes seriously
ill and you must cancel your trip, what
happens to your non-refundable
deposits or pre-payments?
6 You arrive in China and your luggage
doesn't. If it's lost, who will help you
ﬁnd it? If it's delayed, who will pay for
your necessities? If it's stolen, who will
pay to replace it?
7 Your cruise line or Airline goes bankrupt.
Who will pay for your non-refundable
expenses? Who will help get you to your
destination?
8 You're walking down a street in Beijing
and twist your ankle. Who can help you
ﬁnd an English-speaking physician?
9 Three weeks before your scheduled
arrival, a natural disaster occurs in the city
to which you are planning to visit. Who
will pay if you want to cancel your trip?
10 You are at a beach resort and you are
forced to evacuate due to an
approaching Typhoon. Who will help
you evacuate and who will reimburse
your lost vacation investment?

Schedule of Beneﬁts
Up to 100% of
insured Trip Cost
Up to 100% of
insured Trip Cost

Trip Interruption

Trip Delay
(Maximum of $150 per day)
Baggage & Personal Eﬀects Loss
Baggage Delay
(Maximum of $100 per day)
Medical Expense
Dental
Emergency Evacuation &
Repatriation of Remains
Accidental Death & Dismemberment

$1,000
$1,000
$500
$20,000
$500
$50,000
$25,000

Non Insurance Services
■
■

Travel Medical Assistance
Worldwide Travel Assistance

Pre-existing Medical Condition
Exclusion Waiver
The Insurer will waive the pre-existing
medical condition exclusion up to a
maximum of the ﬁrst $25,000 of Trip Cost per
person if the following conditions are met:
1 This plan is purchased within 7 days of
making the Initial Trip Payment;
2 The amount of coverage purchased
equals all prepaid non-refundable
payments or deposits applicable to the
Trip at the time of purchase, and the
cost of any subsequent arrangement(s)
added to the same Trip are insured
within 7 days of the date of payment
or deposit for any subsequent Trip
arrangement(s);
3 All persons insured are medically able
to travel when plan cost is paid.

24-Hour Emergency Assistance
Telephone Numbers
USA

International

1.866.385.4839 refer
to product number
008740 P1 06/11
1.715.295.5452

Be sure to use the appropriate country and
city codes when calling.
This is only a brief description of the
coverage available and the reductions,
limitations, exclusions and termination
provisions that apply. For detailed
information on your insurance policy,
and a complete description of coverage
please call your agent or Wendy Wu Tours
at 1-877-993-6399.

Book now at 1-877-993-6399 visit www.wendywutours.com or see your preferred travel agent

Travel Insurance
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Experience the real China
with Wendy Wu Tours, the China Specialist
10 Good Reasons to Book with ‘the China Specialist’
●

15 years’ experience in China

●

Expertise in all corners of the country

●

●

●

Guaranteed departures on popular tours

●

●

Fully inclusive with no hidden extras

●

Hassle-free visa service included
(US residents only)

●

Wendy’s Magic Moments mean
you experience China to the full
Small group size with a
‘seat-and-a-half’ policy
Outstanding customer satisfaction

Tibet & Hong Kong
Wendy Wu Tours – Experience the real China

Wide range of great value group tours
and chauﬀeur-driven private tours

●

Caring and knowledgeable
national escorts and guides 24/7

China

NEW for 2012 Wendy Wu’s Concierge
Arrange the ultimate in luxury and exclusive travel for individuals, groups
and incentive clients featuring unique experiences and unparalleled service.

Tel: 1-877-993-6399
Local: 212-868-5800
Fax: 212-868-5811
© Copyright Wendy Wu Tours Inc

CST 2103044-40

Web: www.wendywutours.com
Email: info@wendywutours.com

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9.00am - 7.00pm Eastern Time

www.wendywutours.com

485 Seventh Ave, Suite 807, New York NY10018

Authentic and inspiring, group and private guided tours
January 2012 – December 2012

